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251. JEEPNEY MODERNIZATION PROGRAM PHILIPPINES - FOR CONSIDERATION - Good Morning!
In separation there is folly; in unity there is grace of the higher principle in all universal
thinking and action. – Uthrania Seila
We are in process of what we term as “The Project” which we feel will not only help the
Philippines but also “many other nations in such similar straits.”

24-Oct-17 10:11:50 PM
Introduction
Good Evening. We are back, and gracious Beings please understand that our ways are not
necessarily the ways each one of you are accustomed to. However, it is our pleasure to
assist nations where assistance may be “pronounced” or “required.” In this portion our
summation is “pronounced ” and indeed has Jamie my co-worker once again brought to
the forefront all that which needs perhaps another point of view.
Upon this day shall I open this portion with those of mine own comments.
Discard should it not be your kettle of food and we shall simply “move on” with other
criteria.
In order to first establish a base or point of reference in looking at both sides of the coin
please access these links in order to better familiarize yourselves, ye ones whom have not
the knowledge nor information at your side in this moment.
https://www.imoney.ph/articles/jeepney-puv-modernization-program/
http://www.philstar.com/opinion/2017/10/22/1751151/modern-jeepney-greater-goodmajority
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iJHG3BwbJL4
This last video is the first invention which I would consider looking at because if there is
one thing the Philippines is endowed with, it is water, and saline can be taken out of the
water when necessary. Other countries have developed a saline counter-producer which
simply removes the salt. It is called Desalination Plant.
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https://gineersnow.com/industries/automobile/filipino-inventor-develops-fuelefficient-anti-pollution-device
This invention would be my second choice entirely due to the fact that the interest so
quickly developed with this power-up fuel combustion was that “fuel” would "not be
replaced" with "water."
Though this looks rather antiquated, it could possibly be streamlined. I am wondering
further if the Euro-4 is not being built in Europe to prop up the European Union and their
dogmatic alliance with the monetary banking system.
No individual member state of the European Union is individually representative of the
European Union. For the European Union represents and promotes disunity. The
European Union stands alone and gathers the monies of those under its claws and
locks them in a crucible.
The European Union feeds like a leach from those within it’s tentacles. The European
Union, as one understands, is just another tool of the Capitalist Hegemonic system of
corporate power over the industries and banking monopoly suffocating each NATION.
Putting the Philippines in such dire straits economically is unwise. If the industry cannot
handle Filipino inventions then I believe that Asea, perhaps Japan should be first given
the prototype to work on along with Filipino inventors and allow them or someone else
within the Asean Central Nation to strategically build and supply the Philippines with
such automation and in return the builders may also benefit from the prototype and
assistance of the Filipino inventors. The reason I chose Japan is due to the fact that they
for some time now use cloth on vehicle seats rather than the leather skin from animals.
Now, when one does not break Universal Principle one finds that industry has a way of
bringing the so-called wise to their knees whilst the presumably poor nations are brought
up to a tall standing point in the hierarchy.
In conclusion, we would strongly suggest that farming out labour from the Philippines
should stay well within the Philippine borders. And in short fashion we shall explain
why and speak of the new industry in a short note to follow.
Let us now speak of loans:
Loans only serve to initiate more debt upon the peoples and the nation no matter
which form it takes. That is not wise and rather facilitates a quick way to guarantee a
monetary takeover of the nation, of any nation.
Some believe exported technology is for free to less advantaged nations. Exported
technology is never for free, and if it were, then why the loans and the extra rates and
the need for government subsidy?
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While there are bright and brilliant minds in the Philippines, I see no necessity for
bringing in prototypes which bring great monetary expenses to both, the peoples, as well
as the government.
This will serve to prop up the financial institution of the European Union and rake
the costs from the peoples of the Philippines, themselves. You must understand that
no-one is expendable and yet the health concerns of the peoples are at an all time high
with underfunded and antiquated hospitals, and staff training, to a point, so this must
become a priority but not at the expense of driving a nation bankrupt. Does this sound
reasonable?
And yet, some Filipino Doctors I would rather trust than any of those found in the
west. Most assuredly! Others not.
No matter what form they take in coinage, please remember all finances are
monetary and wherever you have government dealing in monetary finances, you
have loans, and with those loans the government becomes overcome with debt and that
debt will then incur further debt and the government will then panic and raise taxes which
the people will need to eventually pay out of their meagre income and government
security and paychecks for those who write on paper
and whenever and wherever you have incurring debt translating into many taxbased accounts you have a government breaking the very tenant of Universal
Principle whereas that Principle is then transmuted into "Law" penned by the hand
of man and when you have an enforced "law" such as "usury" you are on the way as
a nation to not only bankruptcy, but a crime-based monetary foundation of which no
nation may survive.
So as you strive in eliminating one crime-base, in loans you are actually promoting
and upholding an even greater crime-base for it is leached with saboteurs of the
nation’s and peoples’ pocketbooks. Do you agree with this? Is this not indeed so?
That is why what looks good on the outside can possibly bring about a major
downfall of the Philippines.
The Philippines is NOT, in fact, a small nation; but a great and large nation with a
base of one Main Island plus seven-thousand five-hundred other little Islands of
which all must be considered.
Should for example Japan wish some of the Islands then that can prove a viable part of
the trade-deal so to speak, but not trade in fact as in barter, no, not at all. This is but
an example.
We believe one must not wait until an agreement is coined in stone but rather to present
all of the facts and initiations to the table before the ink has dried.
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Daniel_Dingel
Take for example the write-up on Wikipedia, because I smell a “rat.” When the oil and
gas industry is put, shall we say, at a disadvantage to put it mildly, coins and collateral
tend to flow indecently behind the scenes. Do you not agree?
Since when does a working or even non-proven prototype not been disappeared by
its adversaries, especially in these type of people-friendly inventions?
What in earlier years had been taken from the peoples and which at the same time would
have eliminated pollution has also been taken from future governments, from the
nation and nations themselves, for this could well have gone far.
Fiscal encumbrances indeed have well been put on the nation when this prototype was
made to disappear. For goodness sake! All prototypes are not memorised, they are
written down along with pictorial images and film. Is this not so?
It is wondered, therefore, who exactly scurried away with the prototypes and whom
indeed received the biggest payout putting millions of lives hanging in the balance,
lives which could have been extended should they have had such an invention at
their disposal and the engineering ranks and automotive industry could have going
world-wide in bringing the Philippines and their counterparts out of desperation.
Instead, the monetary brilliance of the pocketbook of others hurt the peoples, hurt
the future government, hurt a potential and promising new industry and hurt the
NATION.
Is it possible that not one nation abound could have benefitted from such Talent and
Logic of dynamics?
What benefits the peoples more than that which has been stolen from underneath
their very noses putting them in further debt and denying them their very health?
Now all motorcycles have been ordered fitted with mufflers, and other provisions
can they not be made in consistency with the effect of reducing pollution through the
further use of cosmetics such as anti-pollution devices as provided in the links
above? But only UNTIL the vehicles are converted into water for fuel. Think how
much will be saved in both currency and the health of the NATION.
The dividends are much greater when they are the People.
You used to have some extremely wise and ingenious ideas.
If this makes no sense, President Duterte without the “Sir,” then shred it.
– Uthrania Seila
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252. “In the dead of night, Chinese activists
stopped the truck.” Thank You Holy Ones!
Wisdom over brawn is a lasting legacy. Wisdom mixed with courage goes even
further.
Courage relies on inner strength but inner strength comes merely from an
understanding transmuted into a knowing that what you are to yourself so should
you be to others in initiating the positive and rationalising not upon the opposite
level of consciousness. Ye ones have done well.
Know that not only dogs are best friends of the man, the woman and the child but
ALL SENTIENT BEINGS of the most positive nature are the same with NO
EXCEPTION.
Dogs ONLY being considered as Man’s best friend is not only a misconception but
an INACCURATE PERCEPTION.
Now we shall show the other side of the world - and these beautiful sentient Beings
NEED NO LESS THAN THAT WHICH IS PRONOUNCED UPON THE DOGS
OF CHINA!
They are the pigs, the chickens, the cattle and the fish!
Remember many are eating in the west BEST FRIENDS OF THOSE IN ASEA!
– Uthrania Seila

WHAT CODY SAW WILL CHANGE THE LIFE OF EVERY HOLY
UNIVERSAL BEING! Yes, ye Ones, to the positive. (smiles)
http://whosagainstanimalcruelty.org/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yb4qlh10K0k
(quote)
From SOI
The footage is chilling. Hundreds of dogs – terrified, sick and starving – crammed
into small wire crates with no room to move. These dogs survived. But just barely. The
whimpers and cries are agonising. To help these dogs now, go to
http://bit.ly/emergency_rescue_china
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The dogs were on their way to slaughter. But then something extraordinary happened.
In the dead of night, Chinese activists stopped the truck. They seized all 600+ dogs.
Like you, these animal lovers couldn’t bear the thought of innocent, feeling dogs
being tortured to death for their meat.
The 600+ dogs have been spared a cruel death. Now they need you. Yes, you.
Rescuers on the ground are scrambling ‘round the clock to make sure the dogs get urgent
medical care, food, water, and shelter. Soi Dog Foundation is providing major financial
assistance to ensure these dogs are safe at their emergency makeshift shelter.
You have the opportunity to be part of this incredible rescue effort. And you are
needed.
Please donate whatever you can now at http://bit.ly/emergency_rescue_china. This is
an enormous challenge but we know that as an animal lover, you will do whatever you
can to save these innocent victims.
On behalf of the dogs whose lives you are saving, we humbly thank you. (end quote)
It is wisdom to network with those who have a means of contributing with their own
good-will. Monetary expenses, dear Ones, are the greatest barrier to getting any job
done in a major way. - Uthrania Seila
Dear Ones of SOI, what a wonderful idea for an Island also in Thailand!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xnBpp8p8Kos
The Philippines has freed sad and lonely chimpanzee from People’s Park in
Valenzuela City with more to go. Free vaccinations and some spaying and neutering,
and such a wonder with the Peoples in certain places looking after their dogs and
cats and roosters. Such ones are the conscience of the NATION. We thank you One
and All for your genuine consideration, for only the wise, the temperate coupled
with the understanding of the depth of suffering of both HUmans as well as all nonhuman sentient Beings is the catalyst which brings about change - a change which
changes NOT the culture enacted of a positive nature but a change of negativism
within any culture in reverting ahead to the original culture within each soul
existing within each global community. That culture is compassion, mercy and
action and therein is the light = enlightened understanding that Creation is ONE
within the soul of each and every NATION as such extended to each and every
sentient Being no matter the format which is his or her own.
Uthrania Seila and Jamie
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253. Where Mercy Extends The Islands Are
Ready
When the envelope of life meets you in the face of all seeming controversy that indeed is
the hour in which an extension of the power of peace sees to firmly reign in the land.
However, when distinction showers its face upon the collaboration with others who
seemingly wish to participate for their own purpose in another’s land then the question
must be asked: whose reign and whose horse are you stepping on?
For botany grows its elusive leaves upon the moisture of the land and whereas the grass
will not grow so unto the forested regions shall the dry land and the moisture heat up or
facilitate the little known poison out of the land.
So Peace will grow and the land will stay and the People shall Prosper in a comely way
where the oil runs dry for the wise arise and that which is the NATION with all eyes
become dry!
- Uthrania Seila

254. Industry In The New Way Becomes War As
A Thing Of The Past - NATION
Good Morning. How fares the fine weather in Japan?
Whereas Japan will play a significant part so is it known a new industry will
resurface and of this industry shall the nations with their hand out to the
Philippines be shown of their true intent.
Be careful then that a single unmolded yellow star is not misinterpreted by land, by
sea, nor afar.
Upon your visit then to Japan so shall the liquidation of all that is so far to be shown in
a light which may serve the highest and the best for the NATION entwined with
NATIONS for the way will be given to provide secure investment upon your
discussion with the Respected and Gallant Emperor and his most delightful wife,
for the presentation must always coordinate with the strong side also of the lamp.
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Of this not one nation need be left out.
We will forfeiture the war yet give nothing away for the NATION is a giant in stature
and reliability and of this what Mr. President Duterte without the “Sir”
do you say?
Do not follow the industrialists. Follow the wisdom. The future becomes more
modern than you think.
Have of yourself and selves a very good day.
- Uthrania Seila

255. We Will Not Be Pressured Into War
Start Plan will be at the hour of our own choosing for though the hour is near we
consider it “wise” to hear the offered staples of the United States of America
“before” we present our Start Plan to those with cool head and fire only within their
souls and not wished within their guns.
Every architect has a plan and this plan provides the ingenious of the world with
one more opportunity through which a living can be made in many facets by many
hands in many calibers or calibres whether rich or poor and without suffering those
all around you.
This is our new beginning and it is enough.
No. You have not heard it before.
President Duterte, please stand-by.
– Uthrania Seila

256.

Philippines – THE PRISON SYSTEM – People

of the NATION
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Philippines – THE PRISON SYSTEM – People of the NATION
Upon the Topic of Amnesty and the one hundred and eighteen prisoners
http://www.philstar.com/headlines/2017/11/05/1755999/palace-agrees-building-megarehab-center-miscalculation
http://www.philstar.com:8080/headlines/2016/11/30/1648914/rody-allot-more-fundsdrug-treatment-facilities
Good Morning President Duterte, Honorable Members of the Supreme Court of the
Philippines and Peoples of the NATION:
We are with you this day. And speaking definitively of the great land of the Philippines.
Across the board sweep of granting exclusive pardons was not done and many of you are
now wondering why since we bespoke of ourselves the distinct point that prisons are an
institution which I, for one, deplore. Let us make that point perfectly clear.
Now without going into a long and laboured speech we shall come right to the point.
There is a drug cleanup Island and Islands wide. You all know that. Those whom have
become arrested must now be kept safe. This includes young unfortunates who are
grabbed by their shirt collars and for lack of work or trade are captured, yes, captured by
drug lords and put into the drug trade.
Among them are others whom have not invested their time or hours in the drug trade
whether willingly or not.
Should a sweeping amnesty be granted to these people what do you think would
happen?
What would happen is this:
They would not be given freedom but a death sentence by the hand and pen of the court
or palace or President.
They would be freed to do what?
Go back out in the streets to once again fend for a living which at this point in their
existence does not even exist save that of the drug trade or some other formidable
lifestyle?
Freed to be murdered by those who wonder if they talked?
Freed to be snatched into the coy and cruel syndicates who would ensure they not talk by
getting them well into more deadly mischief?
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Freed to be shot or re-imprisoned by the military or government forces?
However one may argue by saying that government prisons are overcrowded. And they
would be correct. Another may argue that some prisons are stench, filth, and inmates are
getting trampled.
This happens in many poor countries.
Now, we all know that this transpires in the Philippines and when people suffer such
horrors we of good conscience are not going to put a good face on it.
There are other prisons which conduct themselves in more humane effort with clean bed
sheets and nice blankets and painted walls with clean floors and singing in which to uplift
the morale of the inmates.
Other prisons have we viewed over the television and in pictorial format in the
Philstar.com which we also understand a little mocking from both the prisoners as well as
the guards of which position we do certainly not appreciate. Let us be quite clear upon
that feature.
The Islands are where this formidable practice of housing so many whom either do not
deserve it or of housing so many who do deserve it, to put it mildly, from unspeakable or
“unpleasant places” will serve to become one of the best solutions one could possibly
attain to and construction would belong to the inmates.
There would be divided the hard core inmates from the unfortunates. Each of these
inmates would be responsible for assisting in building their facility with the assistance of
archetects whom will outlay their blueprints.
Those who are artistic shall paint and beautify their rooms and the outside of the building.
Others may plant flowers and foliage beautifying the grounds.
Others will be responsible in attending to the gardens growing food for their sector.
The inmates will counsel each other in groups analyzing mistakes and receiving counsel
from other inmates of their own folly and the circumstances in the country.
There will be among them those who volunteer their hours in assisting these inmates
toward reintegration foreward (not backward or back) into society.
There will be music for the repair of the soul.
There will be workshops for those who need to learn a trade of their own interest in order
to contribute their new talents foreward when reintrigrated into society.
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There will be wise men and for women inmates the program shall be the same
accompanied with wise women as well for their ear and counsel.
And finally there will be study halls for those whose schooling had been cut short or
abbreviated. And the inmates shall build it all.
Now there are two kinds of prisoners languishing in jails or under house arrest.
The first are those who really have no case against them or a case falsified whereby one
did pin the blame upon another and a payoff occurred within the judicial system. And this
is precisely why I, for one, do not trust the judicial system too far. Such innocents have
no fear of a pardon for their lives are not at risk out upon the streets.
The second class of these type of prisoners are as follows:
For those who are political prisoners it is mine own suggestion that holding such is one of
the worst malpractices in the books.
Why is this?
Simply because it is not only an infringement of free speech but brings with it a lack of
confidence in one’s own leadership;
And fragmenting the population even further.
For where leadership stagnates in one area or another so does it only show that the
peoples are not one-hundred percent behind the leadership or government or crown.
The Power of the People or People Power are the most reliable definitive resource a
government can possibly call upon and they make the very best soldiers of them all for
LOVE OF THEIR LEADERS AND LEADERSHIP cannot be broken when souls are
not culled and broken beyond repair.
They will always give life to the government, to the leader, to the leadership, to the
President, or to the crown.
They will follow the one who takes care of them
To the grave.
In retrospect, we face a new situation. This situation we must ensure fairness, safety and
wisdom be our be not only our guide but our main concern.
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In the issue or example of the Korean man who was said to have killed his wife, there are
two possible outcomes.
One is that the family of the spouse, the wife, would demand blood money or the Korean
man’s own life in retribution.
That outcome would be most likely.
In the case of pardon or amnesty the position we feel must be taken that the man either be
released to Korea to be dealt with there on their own terms;
Or
Be forewarded to an Island. It is to be noted, however, that the position of the court of the
land would definitely be one where the entire text of the matter be brought to light once
again as the text seems to have disappeared from the face of our presence. Thank you.
What would his release mean?
Most likely a death sentence should blood money not be met not accepted should he be
given a pardon and released to Korea.
In the matter of all police officers and their pardon, we or I would suggest that in order to
give the whip and the gun of the matter to those who have no limit on their holsters this
matter would become the imitation of a wild-west scene in the movies where gunslingers
do not look to see who is there at the back of their bullet.
On the other hand, let it also be known that the drug trade has become a severe trade for
the lives of both innocents and those of such high regard for the dollar, the peso, the yen,
and any other currency, so that lives of millions have been culled also by the hand and
rake of the unconscionable of the society.
Therein, have we written: Where Mercy Extends The Islands Are Ready.
We need boats, coast guards, the navy, to protect and defend and guard such
acquisition toward the good and the productivity of all citizens and all life known to
the Great and Large Land of these Philippines.
We thank you, each one for your patience and your good will and let our design each and
every one of us be filled with mercy, with compassion, with stalwartness and by design
of our intricate and forthcoming wisdom.
We trust we have been of good service.
Good Day.
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- Uthrania Seila

257. APEC SUMMIT 2017 - Start Plan
APEC SUMMIT 2017
Start Plan
When one hand strikes another there can be no solution but when the solution keeps the
striking hand down so will the froth at the mouth cease its rabbinic control and no one
shall be left out.
Understand that one position does not need negate the other and of this shall we explain
why.
Good Morning to one and to all!
Mr. President, Visiting Dignitaries, Leaders of State and NATION and NATIONS
of PEOPLE!
Mr. President, Salaam alaikum, and Greetings of all nature throughout the world!
We gather here today to take the intricate of all studies and formulate the correct solution,
for the proximity of the war is not one of congeniality and therefore not one which we as
a society of gracious HUman beings want nor adhere to.
Do not make it necessary. Do not make it so.
The solid base shall be formulated from the Philippines, for the least likely in the
minds and souls of others shall verily prove their significance in the overall outcome
of that which many of you consider the impossible.
Let us begin.
Strategic recovery has always been a main principle and at the forefront of all military
action, but now we go a step or two further and we begin with the understanding that all
ARE INDEED ONE.
Once you have reached this understanding that which is to follow cannot be undone save
that by Majestic hands of the corporate powers, the banking scams and all which is surely
to follow.
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But the day must be past. And you must make it so.
Where coinage and bills and stock markets are replenative so are not the lives and skins
of the peoples nor animals, fowls, sealife and all crawling, growing and flying things.
The New Industry is not a corporate power but the New Industry shall bring about
a major shift in today’s market where both the rich of soul and the poor of soul may
indulge themselves within for the profit of this New Industry is one which will
guarantee no losers and shall take down the prisons in all spheres of slavery to the
banking and corporate powers which have for so long ruled the day to the despair
and tragedy of the entire world population.
Whereas so many are seated at a disadvantage in their economic status by economic
tyrancy so do the very ones seated at the top of something need also to reconsider their
bankrolls and hygiene and where the New Industry will take them.
When the rule of law, so to speak, becomes the Universal Principle, so then shall the
light of congeniality reign both high and low.
When you take two opposing forces and those two opposing forces continually strike out
at each other one must know at that hour what lies between those two opposing forces.
And remove the reason those two opposing forces continue in striking out at each other.
In this case it is money. It is the dollar, the yen, the peso, the rubel, the rupee and
many other currencies who all vie for the lead position.
Many of these who vie do so just to survive.
One of the greatest manufacturing feats are the food, fur, and leather industries brought
about by those who would sell the coat off their own mother’s backs during the
coldest of years.
Here is the where the New Industry comes in. And here is where the two opposing
forces no matter who they are will calculate their dollars and cents, rubels and yen,
dinar and riyal, and all other known and unknown currencies yet to hit the market
through their usual hand-grabbing edict.
For those NATIONS under horrendous sanctions the world population will gather at
their side and repulse those who demand they eat the meat or wear the fur of
animals because under sanctions that is all that is left.
When more effort is given to the manufacturing of the New Industry, rubels and
diamonds, opals and oil will become engaged with green energy and the old will fall in
place of that which had been the original standard of the HUmanity among all other
Sentient Beings.
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And the more hand-grabbing toward the New Industry the more power is given toward
the animal, the fowl, the flock, and all other sentient Beings whom for so long have had
no voice.
This New Industry will create more jobs than governments and peoples will know
what to do with and Japan coupled with the Philippines already have begun along
that path to societal recovery of industry, animal rights, and now the sea life must
take full priority for a genuine turn-around of all good conscience.
Animal and other inhumane leather manufacturing will be a thing of the past and
with the New Industry in it is gaining control of all good hygenics and common sense and
courtesy among all living things, without targeting any variation of sentient Beings.
Japan is reigning high in the industry of using cloth instead of animal or people skins.
Horrified? Which of you can tell the difference?
The many nations, not Japan, tan the hides and backs of living human Beings put out to
slaughter. Peoples missing in your jails? Do not be so surprised. Just look at the price tag.
Which of you are not too modest to display upon your shoulders bags of cryptic skin
which you only and honestly presumed belonged to those not of your own race or ilk and
you only presumed belonged to others whom you really did not care about; the animals,
the feathered and flocked ones, the amphibious, the sharks, their fins, the soup, the entire
horror of life as a different sentient Being of which and do remember, each one of ye are
a viable part of.
The New Industry calibrates itself into a one-hundred percent success rate for all world
economy, for when Universal Principle is adhered to the satisfaction rate for the
world population cannot and does not fail.
It is called the Universal Industry of New Leather. It is Vegan and it is made from
mushrooms of diverse species.
And it belongs to all!
Here is a short video of how to turn one industry into an industry which goes
beyond ones imagination with statistics:
Competing with mass market on a scale of 100% success rate. “The market is
huge!”
AND IT IS OPEN!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gZQGeQp4v-4
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The fur bearing animals, the flock, the geese, all are in the makeup and oneness of
the One Creation.
And you, ye ones, are too.
When we first learned of Vegan Leather there were only a few such as made in
India, a poor country but can no longer be found on the net.
Prices will generate a snowball effect for prominence and that is where the smaller
businesses, the micro business comes into play, for the Peoples themselves will be able to
grow and cultivate, tan and produce a quality product with which to serve the society
around themselves at a lower non-taxable affordable base undercutting the giant
corporations and making it feasible for the rapid growth of micro-industries which also
can avail of themselves the vegan leather from micro-businesses and Japan and the
Philippines will work together in producing this new Vegan leather for automobile seats,
side doors enhancing the comfort and looks of vehicles of many varieties and models.
This, coupled along with Vegan foods will serve to generate new micro-businesses
NATION - WIDE AND GLOBALLY!
Where North Korea will become unsanctioned; where Russia will follow, where all
sanctions in North America upon South America and all other unfortunate
NATIONS will drop to the ground so shall then it be the fortunate circumstance and
policy that all NATIONS who adhere to Universal Principle shall be ONE in laying
the groundwork for the New Leather Industry by treating their fellow and sentient
Beings who differ in their looks and Beingness of survival instincts, with more than
the greatest respect and honour ever placed upon man, woman, or sentient Being of
a different look and variety than that of themselves.
China in this respect is bringing about along with other Asean NATIONS more of a
fruitful response in both the food industry in the freeing of the unfortunates as they
are taken to market. And of this we thank such Holy Ones.
India in this respect has understood the potential of the New Industry of leather in
order that the unwanton sacrifice of other sentient Beings no longer remain an
excruciating practice against all Universally understood humane actions and were
one of the first to begin this process.
The New Industry has not yet been broken into in a large way and no matter the
number of NATIONS who calibrate among themselves in bringing this
manufacturing practice into total Beingness there can never be too much industrial
leather on the market for much will be needed to replace all the animal, snake,
people and reptilian skins among other horrors in the land.
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Sanctions upon any nation such as North Korea, for example, you must understand,
serve only to ensure the peoples continuation in eating meat and wearing clothes of
leather and brine.
Where one hand discusses the fate of the other so shall then the entire body go
down, however, when one hand discloses the Universal Intent toward the healing of
the entire and gracious stature of both HUmanity and Sentient Being of all
variations that is the hour in which disclosure becomes a most analytical
circumstance to the graciousness of all.
There is a kind face in the center of it all so “Thank You” President Xi Jinping for
standing so tall with us all.
- Uthrania Seila
ab/ca
Jamie SR Cortez Reni Sentana-Ries
Notation: President Duterte, certain portions have been highlighted for emphasis. We
trust this shall assist the Philippines in such a way as to bring the Peoples, the NATION,
and indeed the entire Central Asean Nations to their feet with a new and more applicable
stance. The greeting given is the same respect as you gave in your speech in Japan. I am
sorry. I thought that you were planning to engage talks on the summit 7 with China. I
believe that in ‘good faith’ and after this document is read there shall be a different and
greater understanding among the Foreign Ministers of the ASEAN Central Nation.
Should you however, wish for me to rewrite that disappeared portion which I wrote as of
the earlier hour then indeed must I do so. We believe much correspondence has been
waylaid not reaching its destination. Please advise.
The age old problem which need not develop into a statetory crisis was just what I had
written of the earlier hour when upon posting to our front page it disappeared and now I
understand why. It is not President Xi Jinping you need worry about concerning his word
for you already know his word is his honour. It is the play of those who wish to tear and
destroy this summit with falsifications in not giving the Asean Central NATION a hairs
width of a chance to be heard. This is not a matter of a UN policy gate nor a matter of
disgruntled Asean ‘States’ (you read my meaning here loud and clear) but rather this is an
old and outmodded definition toward (how may one keep the U.S. dollar and coinage
afloat?) In addition, there are those who wish you to fail and I for one and Jamie (English
variation of Jaime) and Reni do not wish it to be so.
‘Good faith’ therefore, would be verily misplaced should the carpet be stricken from
outside the door of the house where no stranger lives. I see by the CSIS label on the front
of the image just where the likelihood of where this comes from. I mind not writing one
whit the disappeared address to the ‘concerned’ over this policy which I did this day.
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Keep therefore the ‘Good faith’ with those you know and remove not dogma from the
closet where it belongs for all transparency is what I spoke about and China and the
Philippines but Vietnam’s part I did not go into at that hour not so long ago for that was
not the prominent criteria which was being adhered to. The closet door was opened and
this new administration has always been transparent and someone does not wish for that
information to become publicly known. We know the United States is sitting on Vietnam
but we must not allow even that to overturn this most important Summit. President
Duterte, I shall do my best!
Uthrania Seila

258. President Xi Jinping - The Writ Is Now
Ready
President Xi Jinping, your Excellency, we shall speak as openly and maintaining the
clearest facts and coherent adjectives, nouns, pronouns, and a stable of verbs as is
our usual practice. Thank you for inviting us to the chair. We shall coordinate this
short talk in with the request of President Duterte and the administration and that
of yourself, Your Excellency.
In regard to China, the Philippines, Vietnam and any other prior engagement of treatist
there maintains a period of examination. As with any new vocation or memorandum of
understanding a trial period usually takes place.
During this trial period awaits an injunction from the suspecting eyes around such
innovation. Whether it proves fruitful or not is just another matter and not to be
calculated as something hijacked or detrimental to the other concerned parties of the
CENTRAL ASEAN NATION.
We work in one accord no matter whose face is on the bill. It appears now that in all
transparency the one voice seems to come from the United States and its congruous
sponsors in the house of Lords, Congress and perhaps even the Senate.
We do not blame the American President Donald Trump for his shortcomings and neither
and out of courtesy and respect should he do likewise.
This is our house and he is but our guest.
Taking into consideration the American, the U.S.President is our house guest, rather, we
shall remain most courteous and diplomatic for our intentions are no less than honourable
and we must insist that in divulging our wisest intent to the American President, our
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house guest and diplomat that he properly and respectfully refrain from such finger
pointing for our fingers in dealing with the American Congress, Senate, and buoyancy of
a multiple presidents have been many, some courteous and those of others we could say
without banding about words, less courteous to us all such as the time a plane was
ordered for President Jiang and it came unleashed with culprit spy gear.
End
President Trump’s Administrative Advisors Concerns, President Xi Jinping are as
follows:
“(President Trump’s) His government has raised import duties on Chinese aluminum
foil, stainless steel and plywood, and is investigating whether Beijing improperly
pressures foreign companies to hand over technology.
If they discuss trade during the two-day visit, Chinese President Xi Jinping's government
is unlikely to offer enough "to appease US negotiators," said John Davies of BMI
Research.”
It would seem that Washington’s concerns are invalid due to the most coherent and
evasive fact that it is Washington’s tribal areas around the White House whom of
themselves coined the ‘adjective’ ‘give just enough to appease the world’s tribal brown
areas and then break all treatist with them.’
It is doubtful and sad that President Donald Trump does not seem privy or to know about
the Kol Nidre accord which occurs around the world by the American Administration and
their Handlers, the Hidden Government, and the Lobbyists of a foreign nation.
Our suggestion, Your Excellency, President Xi Jinping would be as follows:
President Trump in himself is a nice man, however, he lacks the coherence of
administration and therefore is no less a puppet of the State as were many other
presidents. We have nothing against him, as a man with a soul save that of the
extenuating facts that the cruel ones within his own administration are playing him for a
fool in not allowing his administrative powers to have during the first month, yea, month
and a half to bring his troops home. Now that he is out of the country, his administration
is playing havoc in order to unseat him as the culprit CIA so often does to world leaders
including President Duterte.
But that is the CIA and that has always been their forte, as you so well know.
President Trump has not been able to clean his swamp of the pyranha, he hired them
instead at their own insistence that his life and the lives of his immediate family be
spared. They hold the threat of the lives of his less immediate family on the stone wall of
purgatory.
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Therefore, we would advise, Your Excellency to not concern yourself with appeasing the
Americans with any joint proclamation at this hour until you have thoroughly examined
the Start Plan which is now held by President Duterte. In relation to the U.S.
proclamation upon raising ‘tariffs’ on Chinese exports into America we would suggest
also, Your Excellency, that you review your market and do the proper adjustments.
In appeasing Your Excellency for all you have suffered at the hands of American
Administrations we would also suggest with your further permission that you withdraw
all joint contracts on the basis of Kol Nidre which is the signing and the breaking of a
contract drawn up supposedly by each hand in a voice of ‘Good Faith.’
We trust we have been of further service, Your Excellency, President Xi Jinping, and as
always it has been our pleasure to further the cause of peace in the CENTRAL ASEAN
NATION and among all NATIONS Globally.
With our deep respect and fondness
we remain,
Uthrania Seila

259.

Whose Mind Divides a Nation is the Same

Mind who Divides a Peoples!
Whose mind divides a nation is the same mind who divides a Peoples.
Good Morning! President Duterte and Good Morning! Your Excellency President
Xi Jinping. We cordially wish you both a Good Day and wise decisions at all hours.
It is 'wisdom' in not neglecting the tendencies of the 'Star Plan' for the 'Start Plan' shall
avail more than the eye has seen and further than the tongue has spoken.
It is also prudent to recall and 'remember' the days of the past administrations of the
United States, for upon all good conduct within the CENTRAL ASEAN NATION as a
whole, as being in one good conscience, the words of the Americans themselves may
well tell a different story and one to be reminded at this hour as the old forgotten issue
comes up and bears to the forefront.
Let us listen and thoughtfully consider the words of the interviewer, Amy Goodman,
and that of the gentleman interviewed, a Mr. David Talbot. In the first portion it is the
picture which counts of the past president of the United States of America.
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However, in overall context, it is the second interview which is the most important.
Just over one half hour in length.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=anYqrPRvhgo
http://stateofthenation2012.com/?p=88395
Should this further discussion on whether a buildup or not by Chinese forces preclude all
which is naturally coherent toward the safety and prosperity of the entire CENTRAL
ASEAN NATION become a liability toward and among all surrounding NATIONS
present, now continue to exist in the minds and souls of the Peoples?
By definition alone should this indeed remain a worry?
His Excellency, President Xi Jinping has given his word as a man and has retained his
honour in all instances, therein we feel the litigations against his person is and always has
been - unfounded and an insult.
With our respect intact
we remain,
Uthrania Seila
JFK Assassination: Former C.I.A. Director Allen Dulles #1 Suspect (Video 2)
The Rise of America’s Secret Government: The Deadly Legacy of Ex-CIA Director
Allen Dulles Pt. 2STATEOFTHENATION2012.COM

260.

PRESIDENT R DUTERTE, THE HOLOCAUST

AND THE HUMAN RIGHTS SUMMIT
PRESIDENT R DUTERTE, THE HOLOCAUST AND THE HUMAN RIGHTS
SUMMIT
Good Morning, Good Evening, and Good Afternoon! The tenure of this message
might well surprise you, each and every one, for it concerns the one topic ‘seemingly
forbidden’ under the Duterte Administration and that is the topic or issue of
Human Rights and of the President wishing ‘wisely’ in holding such a collaborated
meeting among all nations.
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However, there seems to be much opposition and of that do we fail to understand just
why that is.
Is it not the usual practice among nations of the global community to want leaders and
heads of state to allow them into the nation to address the human rights issue there?
And here is now a President who ‘invites’ a Human Rights Meeting to be held in the
Great and Large NATION of the PHILIPPINES and his hand is struck down.
And we would like to know why that is, exactly?
We are waiting and our ears are open. Please proceed in explaining yourselves.
Alright, then let us proceed.
Allow us to first define the words HUman and Rights under the Universal Principle.
The word HUman means Holy Universal Man and Woman.
Holy Universal consists of Morals and Ethics. Therein Holy Man and Woman not
forgetting the child and children ARE morally and ethically responsible for
CARETAKING and UPLIFTING ALL OTHER SENTIENT BEINGS.
We place in capitals and and bold, the words for you who are blind of mind and deaf of
ear to both see and have them spoken aloud to you with emphasis. Thank you.
Now we hear by voice of mouth from one or two or more that the Philippines should not
hold elections on such wasteful dialogue because the house needs cleaning first. Elections
in this sense meaning consent.
We ask you, therefore, which house of your individual homes or hovels which you
may live in is clean?
If a NATION wishes to rebuild itself into a PARADISAICAL HOME for its
PEOPLES and Government then every house must be clean, does it not?
Let us look at the German holocaust which is still raging on since before WWI, shall
we? It is the same holocaust which has been raging in every other nation of the
world and one in which the sacrificial tendencies of the human creature - for we can
hardly call such ones Holy Universal man or woman - never seems to cease.
In one year in Germany alone 58,730,000 pigs are being slaughtered. 1/3 ends up in
the garbage. 19,577,000 pigs are being slaughtered and wasted into the garbage
bins.
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500,000 pigs annually bleed during slaughter procedures and without being stunned, they
are then plummeted head first in full consciousness into boiling vats of water! (Notation:
Correction in the number of pigs annually been slaughtered in such format)
In Germany the holocaust continues and WITHOUT Benediction, prayers nor even
good will toward the tender souls of the 200,000 cattle additional who with their
throats slit are being slaughtered as they CONSCIOUSLY bleed into PHYSICAL
DEATH.
These Sentient Beings have done nothing at all to upset the balance of the society
they reside within.
They do not get themselves drunk nor use drugs nor take guns and shoot one
another nor those of any humans, nor do they drop bombs upon NATIONS
spraying white phosphorous and many other unthinkable acts against the HUman
Rights of All Sentient Beings.
They do not cut limbs off one another as the shark fin industry does; nor do they carve
out meats from the sides and bones of fish for fillet soup or other dishes on the menu.
Within all Europe combined in their non-abolition of all sentient non-human Beings
being murdered annually are these figures:
Europe’s slaughter efforts recently: Cattle – 25,267,000; Pigs – 248,648,000; Sheep –
43,800,000; Goats 4,803,000; Chickens, Ducks, Geese and Turkeys combined –
7,200,000,000.
Sometimes the level of HYPOCRISY is JUST INCREDIBLE!
Shall we proceed to all the other nations upon the face of this globe?!
And of course this does not even cover the monstrous level of sea-creature murder,
torture and hieroglyphics placed upon them on in the wise of sales, goods and
services price tags!
Let us tell you this in all good conscience: Where you harm the least, the smallest, the
most minute of all sentient beings; the grasshoppers, the frog, the minnows, the baby
sharks, the walruses, the porpoises, the dolphin, the monkeys, the apes, the cockroaches,
the spiders unpoisoned, the rabbit, the hare, the goose, the oyster and the clams, you take
the greatest chance with your own lives for what you destroy with vim and vigor so do
you also destroy yourselves, for the day and hour and season will come where each one
of you shall taste the vat, the water of boiling incensed others whose caretakers just want
the experience they have had to be yours for the test.
Why are non-ASEAN representatives at the ASEAN SUMMIT as held today also in
the PHILIPPINES?
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They are allowed to speak their own mind whilst standing at the podium.
How then could any one of them condemn the National House Philippines, the
Peoples, OR President Duterte and the Administration when their own houses are not
clean?
The answer: Many will not. And why not?
How many NATO, UN, and Western NATIONS ARE SLAUGHTERING
PEOPLES NOT ONLY IN OTHER NATIONS BUT IN THEIR OWN NATIONS?
Well let us tell you all something. President Duterte DOES NOT GO OUTSIDE OF
THE BORDERS OF THE PHILIPPINE HOUSE TO STOP DRUGS BROUGHT
IN BY INTELLIGENCE OF OTHER NATIONS TO DESTROY THE PEOPLES
AND THE NATIONAL HOME OF THE PHILIPPINE PEOPLES!
For as long as anyone inside the House of the Philippines, or anywhere else in the
world eats meat, consumes dairy and eggs:
Then do not tell us that the house of the PHILIPPINES is dirty and your house,
individual or consecutive or national is CLEAN!
Therein, the meeting will be held IN THE PHILIPPINES just as soon as President
Duterte, Vice President Leni Roberdo, whom I also have much admiration and
respect for, the past President Noy Noy Acquino, and the present and past
Administrations working together in this same ONENESS OF PURPOSE along
with each and every one within the GREAT AND LARGE PHILIPPINE HOUSE
for when you think we speak only of the viability that HUman Beings are the only
Sentient Beings with rights and liberties, then you had best ALL THINK THINGS
THROUGH AGAIN!
Show us one door which is clean and you may come directly and speak at this new
Summit of HUman Rights, Moral and Ethical Sanctity!
We thank you each and every one here today and welcome you all most graciously
to the Great and Large House of these PHILIPPINES.
Uthrania Seila
Jamie SR – Cortez (next presentation – Attn: Vice President Leni Roberdo, President
Duterte without the “Sir”)
Reni Sentana-Ries (contributing)
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261.

The PAMPHLET - Poor Working For Each

Other!

In compassion is the stirring of the heart into solidarity, and there is a spark inside
humans to share with one another, which is the composite of humanness. Sharing can
start with things no matter how small. It is the thought that counts…
Colours on the flag in words only serve to signify that no one person is unable to assist
another in the art of thanksgiving and goodness without making it into the art of charity
removing all dignity from the land.
VEGAN MEALS FOR THE UNDERNOURISHED WITH BOOKS FOR THE
INTELLECT
People helping people
NO PESOS REQUIRED
The beauty of it is anyone may contribute!
To the human family!
Hello, my brothers and sisters! I am handing this leaflet to you proposing a mutually
advantageous offer to all of you. I consider this offer a gift which is in fact the natural
and original interrelationship format inherited from our forefathers in pre-historical
ancient history.
It is giving and taking that do not involve the self because it benefits the giver and the
taker. How is this? You see, the fact that giving to one another is the same as taking from
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one another. There cannot be one who gives who cannot take and there cannot be one
who takes who cannot give.
I can start this process by providing or asking for a place or a simple filing cabinet where
I will voluntarily place a book or more, to start off, which will be available for everyone
to read provided that the person who takes it to read at home will first leave one of their
own for another to read and then to return the book to make it available to the other who
is interested in reading it, and so on. This, for the pleasure of reading different books
without needing to buy them at all.
Note that the "gift" will not be confined to books but can include food, among other
things, handled in the same arrangement. Obviously, I cannot do this alone. As I give my
time and resources so shall I expect help from those dear ones who are willing to provide
their own humble resources, which illustrates the mutual give-and-take in setting up this
noble and worthy project meant to benefit all in our neighborhood.
Feel free to contact me or come to my home with small donations such as a book,
writing, or even a story written down by a family member as relayed to children, or a
health remedy; a small bag of rice, or some other food staple. We shall detail below those
much needed items and suggestion for a soup. Remember the food is for ones who have
nothing or near to nothing to eat. Thank you!
As an amplification let me just stress that the gift-sharing process must come from the
heart much as this stage I started out of the goodness of my heart. That means, without
sincerity, the voluntary and selfless nature of gift-giving will not bear fruit.
Contributions may not be in the form of money, which everyone needs, but little thoughts
would come a long way. It is people helping people in looking after each other in ways
corporate finance will not.
For instance, donating a book for everyone should not be a one-way street, much less
cooking or giving food.
Things handed out or donated, for the spirit of mutual sharing to prosper, must be
reciprocated no matter how little. Henceforth will I start this process with the end view to
benefit everyone from the joy of mutual flowering of gifts for everyone, without
exception.
"In order to dispel any ambiguities to the Gift project already laid out, let me please
itemize some clarifications in brief:
1. By this concept of Mutual Gift Sharing project is not meant to assume any hint of
"charities" given out like a one-way street. On the contrary, we are laying the foundation,
brick by brick, of communal sharing, and not dependence on anyone who gives or
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donates. In short, it is literally a "scratch my back and I will scratch yours" kind of
sharing. That much should be clear enough.
2. In plain words, no money, no peso will be involved. Only in kind like a donation of
book, food or effort in doing it, sharing experiences in writing, etc. will suffice, which
should be matched by things equally in kind to reciprocate the goodwill gesture. No one,
whether the giver or the taker, will go home empty-handed."
3. Those, of course, who are disinterested, indifferent, and cynical; who do not want to be
part of this venture are encouraged to not take advantage of it by stealth, and to leave the
initiators in peace.
REMEMBER!
EVERYONE IS A PART OF THE NEIGHBOURHOOD!
EVERYONE NEEDS TO EAT!
EVERYONE IS JUST AS IMPORTANT AS EVERYONE ELSE
In addition to books some may contribute just one plate or bowl and cup so there are
several
Some may contribute knives, forks or spoons, some may contribute purified water
Others may contribute rice while another may pick up the rice and cook it
Taking turns
VEGAN MEALS MEAN BEING KIND TO ALL ANIMALS INCLUDING SEA
LIFE FROM THE LARGEST TO THE SMALLEST
VEGAN MEANS NO MEAT, DAIRY AND NO EGGS MEAT SUBSTITUTES are
WELCOME!
Those brilliant souls who have taken it upon themselves to sell makeup to the ladies
which have not been animal tested, we praise you for that Great and Caring Work! Thank
You each and every One!!
Here are a few meals which may be offered in respect of Creation
Pancit Canton (no meat nor sealife), Chop Suey, Spaghetti (no meat), Rice, Rice with
vegetables, Coconut water, Pineapple drink, any other nourishing drink, stone soup,
soups (recipe below)
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NO ALCOHOL OF ANY KIND WILL BE ACCEPTED!
NEEDED
Kind and community caring souls to pick up the few dishes to wash them up and return
them the next day!
THANK YOU FOR BEING HUMAN AND CARING FOR THOSE WHO BELONG
TO THE FAMILY
OF YOUR NEIGHBOURHOOD!
BUT FOR THE GRACE OF THE UNIVERSE UPON YOU ALL THIS COULD
BE YOU ONE DAY IN NEED
YOU DO NOT THINK SO? THINK AGAIN
Teaching good stewardship to your child for even a child may contribute for a soup
Stone Soup
One stone (cleaned), One small turnip, One carrot, One piece of fruit, One small packet
of lentils, One small packet of beans, One onion, One whole garlic, Vegetable broth, and
so on.
Many hands make light work Many small ingredients feed Many
EMPTY STOMACHS!
Jamie SR Cortez
Notation: It is of the most interesting nature that as we were saving this into our
Microsoft Word File somebody moved it upon the saving menu into the pictures
menu. Someone apparently with the initials M and T also changed the EMPTY
STOMACHS into a light blue font not seen here. - Uthrania Seila

262. The BLUEPRINT Philippines - Constitution
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PEOPLES, a housing crisis only looms in the face of the antagonisers and the famous
astrologers of the many events past have all encrypted within the placement of the stars
in your heavens the rhetoric that the gulf tide of waves need supplement no other than
the fish and fawn of the sea.
When money is used to bridge the gap, there shall always be a gap to fill, and where
there is a gap to fill, someone will always fall through the cracks.
- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries (Cortez), a representative of the Federation of Unified and
Freed Planetary World NATION
The account as how it has been portrayed with alterations and the compounding
problems this type of document will create. Of these facts shall we continue in our
discussion at this hour toward the helpmeet of the government and PEOPLES of these
Great Islands of the Philippines of which we shall be attending only a short hour longer.

The BLUEPRINT Philippines
FEDERALISM: State controlled will bring about problematic events if organized in
the common tradition.
Listed: Criteria for problematic events explained:
1. Do not fragment into separate States where the Central Government or Council stands
apart from the Sectional Councils throughout the Islands of the Philippines.
2. The Sectional Councils shall be the same set up standard of the Central Council or
Government; however, they shall not be a stand-alone otherwise the Sectional Councils
shall determine the criteria and if the Sectional and Central Councils or Governments are
not working as pre-determined in the blueprint under the cooperation of the Original
Economic System then indeed shall the Sectional Council or Governments quietly
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continue in promotion of the drug trade for monetary means in order to raise more
finances for their Sections and crime will continue to prevail.
3. There must be safeguards put in place while the transition out of the capitalist
monetary system takes place. However, too many safeguards would merely become a
headache to the new Central Council or Government because the many hidden clauses in
print and schemes which exist today would result in being secretly kept away from the
Central Council or Government and this must be prevented.
4. The Constitution does in no wise need remodeled. The Constitution needs replaced
because the Constitution was drawn up and modified as to the enlightenment and
understanding of the days gone by. A band-aid approach will only lead to the
dissolvement of the Federated Original System for the Peoples, by the Peoples own hand
if nuts cracked do not belong in the oyster, so to speak.
5. Should the Sectional Councils control their own designated sections apart from the
Central Council or Government, War Lords shall either continue or be established and
nothing shall change for the Peoples who will then continue to live in a warshed of
tyrannical illusion as being for the good of all.
6. The Original System of Federalism as ye ones so quaintly call it is not in any wise a
dictatorship. It cannot become a dictatorship simply due to the fact that the round table of
twelve to twenty-four has the stability of equal number of both men and women not
forsaking a child or more beyond his or her intellectual means of mind, control of self in
both wisdom and understanding and previous life experience therein there shall not be the
control of only one or two. The same set-up of council must stand in each and every
Sector in order to prevent one man rule or anarchy stemming from those whose eyesight
is faint with the understanding of past tradition not pertaining to the Original System as
first placed upon this world by the pioneering races from other world planets.
To be continued
- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries (Cortez), a representative of the Federation of Unified
and Freed Planetary World NATION
Design of the National Flag: Jamie SR Cortez, a representative of the Federation of
Unified and Freed Planetary World NATION
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263.

The BLUEPRINT Philippines - The Prison

System

In order to counter crookery, one must first engage in the correct system with which to
prevent it.
Masterful planning is not only the solution of the trade but the very heart or core of
national excellence.
- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries (Cortez), a representative of the Federation of Unified and
Freed Planetary World NATION
The account as how it has been portrayed with alterations and the compounding
problems this type of document will create. Of these facts shall we continue in our
discussion at this hour toward the helpmeet of the government and PEOPLES of these
Great Islands of the Philippines of which we shall be attending only a short hour longer.
The BLUEPRINT Philippines
FEDERALISM: State controlled will bring about problematic events if organized in
the common tradition.
RESOURCES – HUMAN – LABOUR: EDUCATION AND JOB PLACEMENT
It is necessary to not only put your effort as a nation into the next generation, but is
also necessary to “reclaim” those of the present and previous generations if their
crimes are not ones of great tendency toward the premeditated harm of others.
We proceed with the prison system which is a main criteria in the Philippines at this
present hour of the day. May nightfall not come upon them all.
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PRISON SYSTEM
Possibilities of Excellence in REHABILITATION
ISLAND PLACEMENT
As we have formerly stated if a number of Islands are sectioned off and protected by
Navy and Coast Guards the inmates who have volunteered and not volunteered to
become rehabilitated will have the necessary methods available to them for full recovery.
For instance, they will have at their disposal surfing, swimming, wading, beach
basketball, ping-pong tables, races around the Island for the building up of endurance
which also tones the mind, short sprints, art classes, instrumental music lessons with all
instruments provided, culinary arts where those with such talents may also become the
instructors; hard core drug dealers and addicts would be placed upon another Island but
be ferried to the lesser addicted inmates to hold classes on why drugs and their effects are
so dangerous to themselves and the disastrous effect drugs have upon their families and
the families of those they sold to. Allow the inmates to view on video as well what their
actions did while they were dealing or using.
One of the main objectives will be the great question the inmates will all have and do
have we are sure and that is this:
“What happens after rehab?”
A very good question because should the system remain the same these same people will
only face a reintroduction into the drug trade as pushers or users if there be no
mechanism in place in providing them with an opportunity and challenge to excel in a
pleasurable and fulfilling life in building and creating for themselves and the society
around them of which they will integrate again into where the monetary bill is not in
power over their lives any longer as held in the hands of those who threaten and malign
them and their families unto physical death.
There is nothing for the inmates more frightening than going to jail, facing more horror
there, and then knowing they will face the same injury and worse right back out in the
streets where they face a bullet in return for their good faith that Federalism was going to
be their light at the end of a long and horrible tunnel.
To be continued
- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries (Cortez), a representative of the Federation of Unified
and Freed Planetary World NATION
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Design of the National Flag: Jamie SR Cortez, a representative of the Federation of
Unified and Freed Planetary World NATION

264.

The BLUEPRINT Philippines - Parks and

Housing

Come with me to the far reaches of the universe and I will create for you a world which
I will not have to leave.
- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries (Cortez), a representative of the Federation of Unified and
Freed Planetary World NATION
The account as how it has been portrayed with alterations and the compounding
problems this type of document will create. Of these facts shall we continue in our
discussion at this hour toward the helpmeet of the government and PEOPLES of these
Great Islands of the Philippines of which we shall be attending only a short hour longer.
The BLUEPRINT Philippines
FEDERALISM: State controlled will bring about problematic events if organized in
the common tradition.
PLAYGROUND Parks:
Listed: Criteria for problematic events explained:
Possibilities of Excellence:
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After space is opened which we have explained place enough parks in designated areas
for the peoples all to attend toward their own pleasure. Within these parks can small
activities be addressed such as art sculpturing, paintings, small carvings, and other
instruction which shall enhance the education of the children and guide them toward
understanding where their talents lie.
Instead of importing plants, design the parks carefully and beautifully with trees and
bushes and with the peoples own cultural imaginings and designs on small buildings
which would house the small art schools for small ones in particular and singing
instruction also keeping the music within range with no reverberating throughout the
neighbourhood.
HOUSING:
Possibilities of Excellence:
How to open up space:
On how to effect communities of crowded housing into equitable architecture with
spaces for gardens and how to relocate a number of residents to their own satisfaction and
pleasure in a state of being.
Utilise your assets. Your assets are your Islands. Relocate families who work in a similar
genre to the necessary number of Islands. Allow them the freedom in building what they
need and wish within reason for their habitation.
If one family is a family of carpenters then relocate other families in the district to an
Island and also at the centre of the Island place a school of Carpentry Achievement in
upgrading their work or in allowing them to also instruct others in the art of carpentry and
intricate accomplishments.
These products can then be traded throughout the Islands and those of the ASEAN
Nation for wares which their peoples develop especially speaking here of those whose
education is not of university attunement. All life has their value and tourists may also
frequent these partisans within the Islands in cooperating with other genres and talents
such as carpet weaving and so on.
With certain families working in these capabilities having been relocated to pleasant and
close-by Islands which may also house parks for the youngsters, this will free up space in
the districts where they have been originally housed in the overcrowded cities.
Instead of bulldozing their ancestral homes with them in it for industrial space, (instead)
(they should) allow the ones remaining to grow their own gardens and ensure the
youngsters have adequate playgrounds to walk their animals, to enjoy each other’s
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company and to allow the adults the opportunity for a stroll among trees and beautiful
scented flowers.
In other words, “organize” the peoples who are the labourers, into groups and place each
genre upon designated Islands.
In this wise also, those who rarely have the opportunity to enjoy their very homeland by
the occasional jaunt to the sea, which many could otherwise never afford to see in their
lifetime will instead enjoy a life of greater excitement and opportunity and the Great
Islands of the Philippines would become in Tourism alone one of the most sought-after
enjoyments through their visitation to the Cultural Islands under their care and instruction
as well as the Tourists enjoying each School and Discipline of Achievement as they
travel from one Island to the next gathering the wares of the peoples whose talents
created them.
We shall continue in our placing of “suggestions” for the all of ye toward that of your
understanding and consideration in regions particularity whose life is less than pleasant.
To be continued
- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries (Cortez), a representative of the Federation of Unified
and Freed Planetary World NATION
Design of the National Flag: Jamie SR Cortez, a representative of the Federation of
Unified and Freed Planetary World NATION

265. The BLUEPRINT Philippines - Agriculture
And Health
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When reckless spending suffers the nation into further debt just for the presumability
of Senators and Congress taking a seat for a year further within a system which does
obviously not work for the Peoples and for the Nation, then by which charlatan does he
or she add to the pot the grace which belongs all to the People?
- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries (Cortez), a representative of the Federation of Unified and
Freed Planetary World NATION
The account as how it has been portrayed with alterations and the compounding
problems this type of document will create. Of these facts shall we continue in our
discussion at this hour toward the helpmeet of the government and PEOPLES of these
Great Islands of the Philippines of which we shall be attending only a short hour longer.
The BLUEPRINT Philippines
FEDERALISM: State controlled will bring about problematic events if organized in
the common tradition.
AGRICULTURE:
Listed: Criteria for problematic events explained:
Possibilities of Excellence:
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE AND HEALTH
CONTINUITY is the existing format of excellent planning and one which does NOT
require monetary means in order to facilitate the necessary means of adjustment from
one criteria or system toward that of another.
Contraband substances can be replaced with substances of good medicinal control to be
grown and attended to by both agricultural and health practitioners.
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With 7500 islands the quantity and calibre of food grown can be stupendous therein
feeding an entire nation and more; with exports without duty or tariffs of any kind
exhibiting straight trade for rice and soy for tofu, for example, to another ASEAN nation
within the Central Asean Nation conglomerate.
No machinery costing the nation and the nation’s peoples hundreds of thousands of
pesos will be needed due to the very fact that the labour force necessary can be found
among the millions of Peoples inhabiting the Great Philippine Islands.
Gratis: This is ground roots to begin with for a nation to get upon its feet without an
expenditure of hundreds of thousands to millions of pesos.
At cost the labourers will have shelter built by those who are the builders and in return
the builders will have food and so will the planters of the crops. As the Philippines is
tropical, shelters may be simply built with the resources of the many islands. Ferry boats
or barges can be used for transportation and waterwheels on boats can use the natural
resource of water of which the oceans have plenty. Why go into debt just to look good to
the world when wisdom dictates that the logical and sensible move is to harness the
labour force of the Peoples in order to keep the resources within the nation instead of
giving the resources and the labour force of the Peoples to the corporate powers and to
feed the capitalist system of banking?
LOGISTICS AND SENSIBILITIES:
After all how can the resources of the nation and of the people be of the people and for
the people if the resources of the nation are given to and of the corporations and for the
bankers? Linger not and tarry with the money of the bankers for retinue is the active
worth of ne’er the peoples but the charlatan of the day.
HEALTH - BUILDING CELLULAR STRUCTURE OF PRODUCE
While the Philippines espouse the Lilliputian produce, it does in no manner need to
remain that way. Non-GMO produce can be well calculated and created within the
scientific and ingenious laboratories of the Great Islands of the Philippines.
PROTECTION OF THE ISLANDS:
The islands need protection and security from those who would think and strive to
impose themselves upon the hindering of the growing and cultivating of produce. This is
where the Coast Guards and Navy come into play. They must monitor the barges and
ferryboats delivering resources of both living accommodations made by the hands of the
Peoples, themselves, and other resources for simple yet fashionable living dwellings
according to the wishes of the Peoples, involved.
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For those navies of other lands within the Asean Central Nation and whom assist and
whom are assisting at the present hour the navy of the Great Philippine Islands, this food
grown in great and large quantities shall also serve in feeding them all as well.
In essence it is to be known that when leadership utilizes the resources of their own
nation they will find little need for importation nor exportation save that for the paltry
items which cannot be homemade nor homegrown, and of those, the nation and its
leadership shall find that the “word” BUDGET shall well disappear, and no longer form
as a “stop-gap” for building the nation. To continue along the same path would be to
budget the nation into erosion under the high pretence of its being an injunction of gold.
To be continued
- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries (Cortez), a representative of the Federation of Unified
and Freed Planetary World NATION
Design of the National Flag: Jamie SR Cortez, a representative of the Federation of
Unified and Freed Planetary World NATION

266. Attn: President Duterte “Sir” Re: Shabu
The ancient past since inception is not, as we know it, a single past but had been
preceded by earlier beginnings of civilizations that all met their doom and
destruction. It can be compared to a forest razed to the ground, and seeds under the
rubble began to germinate and flourish anew. It is just a case of history repeating
itself.
- Jamie Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the REAL Federation of Unified and
Free Planetary World NATION
Attn: President Duterte, "Sir,"
We shall be brief and to the point.
In great reference to the issue at hand and that is of the discussion on the table in
reference to the drug shabu.
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As you cannot bring up such instances in the house of President Xi Jinping, it would
be a "wise" move to invite the good and dignified President Xi Jinping to the house of
the Philippines for such a discussion in relation to his cordoning off and securing the
borders of China, as to not enable the drug cartel from entering the waters of the Great
Islands of the Philippines from China, and that the Philippines shall do their utmost
best to see Chinese borders safe also in relation to the safe borders of the Philippines.
which are also being guarded by other Asean Nations of One at large.
This is "not" advising President Xi Jinping on how to govern his nation, this is two
leaders of caring worth of their nations in relation to population control by the cartels
of the conglomerate banking and corporate industries, and of this should a prerequisite
be set for the good of all Asean Nations, and China, outlying just off the Philippines is
in an actively secure position in carrying out such command.
China and the Philippines:
The yin yang they expect as being only between the positive and negative is not the
correct one for the yin yang was created with two positrons which supplemented and
complimented one other.
Let us stop this wheel of disaster.
As always and here at the service of the leadership and peoples do we remain,
Uthrania

267.

Special ASEAN-China Foreign Ministers’

Meeting 6.16.2016
ATTN: This has been taken and the portion most needed was deleted and thrown in
draft format. This meeting which we were long yet not so long ago invited to has
offended those in the corporate banking system from, we believe, THE WEST!
Along with this were 70 other writings deleted and placed in draft. - Uthrania
Special ASEAN-China Foreign Ministers’ Meeting
http://www.philstar.com/headlines/2016/06/16/1593570/philippines-echoesretracted-asean-statement-south-china-sea
Good Evening, Foreign Ministers of this wonderful and “friendly” CENTRAL
ASEAN CONTINENT. We would like to begin in “thanking” the each One of you
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for bringing to our attention the “retraction” in your words and because of your
openmindedness, we do believe, Lady and Gentlemen, that we have a “suggestion”
which will prove to be the solution to this seemingly crisis in what we like to call the
SILK CORRIDORS AND SILK CANALS simply because this term denotes no
aggrevation of
- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified
and Freed Planetary Worlds

268.

THE GREAT SHIFT IS BEGUN (Pt2 of Part

SEVEN) by the Great Yardstick - By Whose Liberation Shall
Ye Seek Shall NOT Be of Your OWN
ATTN: This one also with a few words was placed back in drafts and hacked into
and written with an I AM of which did we not do. - Uthrania
10.8.2016
The milk of HUman kindness must see to its last drop reaching to become the mercy to
every living sentient being without the exception of One. – Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries
Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified and Freed Planetary World
NATION
We shall give them something else which they will enjoy to hone their talents toward
without hurting another sentient being
otherwise these ones shall of their own choosing decide another talent of good
conscience and thusly shall their NATION provide such instruction.
We shall point-value this for the
e shall continue I AM
- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified
and Freed Planetary World NATION
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269. The BLUEPRINT Philippines – Inflation

The banker could not print up enough money to pay for all the remuneration in deaths
they have created with their many religious factions to the billions of families
throughout their lifestreams which have suffered insurmountable misery, loss, and
hardship!
If one only determines for happiness for oneself then others are sure to be left out. My
soul hangs on a thread from a star in space waiting for eternity to pass their
injunction.
- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries (Cortez), a representative of the Federation of Unified and
Freed Planetary World NATION
The account as how it has been portrayed with alterations and the compounding
problems this type of document will create. Of these facts shall we continue in our
discussion at this hour toward the helpmeet of the government and PEOPLES of these
Great Islands of the Philippines of which we shall be attending only a short hour longer.
The BLUEPRINT Philippines
FEDERALISM: State controlled will bring about problematic events if organized in
the common tradition.
INFLATION:
Listed: Criteria for problematic events explained:
Possibilities of Excellence:
And taking all into consideration…
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Forgive each other’s debts and write the debts off saving each nation billions to trillions
in your own home currencies. This is precisely what the banks do for themselves, therein,
nations doing the same is what begets a nation into its own independence. A
conglomerate is a group of nations which work together for a single goal yet maintain
their independence.
P7.16 Trillion in debt for the Philippines is not only a horror story but totally
unnecessary in light of the Brother and Sisterhood within the conglomerate of the Asean
Central Nation.
For as long as you continue in using money in any of its formats as a method of
payment, you will only continue to uphold the variance of capitalism and whose money is
paced against whom.
The moment you use currency in any of its formations you fall outside of Universal
Principle carrying instead the continuous momentum for upholding usury in all of its
formats as well. This accumulated interest is what puts nations so far in debt above the
principle requirement.
Inflation is an act of usury and is designed to work the monetary system not only
against itself but against the peoples.
Inflation will, in fact, ensure that the peoples somewhere along the line will fall through
the cracks of consumption.
Now let us again look at how inflation is falsely created and what keeps it in operation.
· NOTATION: After I presented this segment below someone took it upon themselves to
delete the following as written by mine own self. - Uthrania
AN EXCERPT FROM THE BLUEPRINT OF PARADISICAL ECONOMICS
AND SOCIETAL STRUCTURE:
Under the present system, this people suffering, people hating, monetary system, the
hospital would look like this and be paid for under currency, low wages, and reba or
pesos (or whichever currency) four times by the people.
Here is how it works.
The contractors borrow money from the banker or several bankers amalgamating their
debt load into one massive tribulation.
Then the contractors hire people to build the hospital.
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The hospital will be built solidly but yet in an inexpensive way as possible in order for
the Contracting company or companies to make as much off their profession as
possible.
Next come the workers who are paid as low a salary as the Contractor can possibly get
away with.
That is the first instalment.
The borrowing aspect from the Continental Banks.
Offshore Providential.
Then when the hospital, dully as it looks, is fully completed, the banker wants paid
back.
This is the second instalment.
So both the Contractor and the workers have to take on another job just to pay back to
the banker the first job.
When the first job of building the hospital is paid back in all expenses of the borrowing
costs, then the city tells the people that they must now pay fees in order to use the
communal building, in this case hospital fees or if it is a library, then library fees, or if
it is a museum, then fees to go in and look at the museum.
This is but an example.
This is the third instalment.
Then the people are told after they built the hospital, paid the banker back and paid the
fees to attend the facility, that they must now pay land taxes, upkeep taxes of the
building and while the people are paying all these extra usuries out of their meagre
wages, they are having to pay back the money to the banker for the first costs of yet
another loan for yet another building.
This is the fourth instalment.
In addition to this, of course, the people are told that it will be several years until just
so many budgeted contracts are able to be manifested for the people to attend.
This is the fifth coming into play.
Borrowed monies for the hospital over a twenty-five year term, cost the taxpayer ten
times its original value by the time it is paid for.
This is the present system you operate under fully today.
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What we offer is naught made in hell.
But in Heaven or rather to be more precise, upon other worlds, other planets, who have
learned that the money system corrupts the best of men and women at times and
therein should never be used as a trading currency, for with the currency comes the
infraction of breaking all Universal Laws and then comes the usury.
It does naught take three years to restore all power and electricity to Iraq, for instance
having been bombed almost out of existence; That is ridiculous! Only under the
present hegemonic economic budgeted system would that be a priority to wait that long
for full power nationwide. – I am Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries and this is our portion
of this day to the each of you.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KQN4CPcLOHA&feature=youtu.be&fbclid=IwAR
1u8D08q9s3Tmin_tP67DGbInKadkBW-K8yxbaeHRgjLLBmOX8ZXRuqFY4
https://www.facebook.com/notes/reni-sentana-ries/restoring-paradise-14-when-moneyis-gone/1039941126110762/
- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries (Cortez), a representative of the Federation of Unified
and Freed Planetary World NATION
Design of the National Flag: Jamie SR Cortez, a representative of the Federation of
Unified and Freed Planetary World NATION

270. The BLUEPRINT Philippines - Housing
Addendum
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Wrong choices and doing things the hard way are due to man's chaotic ego. - Jamie
SR Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified and Free Planetary World
NATION
NOTATION:
The fact is, the topic of religion has long been a hurdle to their beginning
understanding of the total concept of paradise.
Speaking of the great masses, in the Philippine settings, there are at least 3 red herrings,
so to speak, that drive away the people's (the masses') attention to the building of
paradise. One, as I just said, is religion. It is a topic that is emotionally charged when
discussed among the misguided, generally speaking. In that sense, people would not
budge an inch on the issue of their faith they were born in and with, as passed down from
their parents. Total submission to god and blind reliance on this entity are what drives
them to surrender everything to it and just wait and remain passive in order to expect
something prayed for to arrive, in return. I need not add more.
Second is education. People living in abject poverty cannot afford to send their children
to school as in fact their parents' parents could not either, so there is a chain or domino
effect. It is one among many reasons why religious people live in indolence and idleness
instead of working to live in order that their children can learn in school. They always
expect "manna from heaven." So that is basically an attitude problem. In fairness, the
basic literacy rate among females in the Philippines is 96.1%, males, 95.1% (Googled
data, 2018).
Third is lack of informed awareness on Population (self-)Control. Birth occurs the
most frequently among Filipinos mired in poverty, again because of lack of jobs and
education. "The current population of the Philippines is 107,020,239 as of Monday,
October 29, 2018, based on the latest United Nations estimates. the Philippines
population is equivalent to 1.4% of the total world population."
Post Script: Compare the population of the Philippines living in a small country with
that of Canada, "Canada Population 2018. In 2018, Canada has an estimated population
of 36.95 million, which ranks 38th in the world. Canada is the world's second largest
country by total area (behind Russia) and the largest North American country.Sep 17,
2018!"
- Jamie SR Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified and Freed Planetary
World NATION
HOUSING ADDENDUM CONTINUED:
The account as how it has been portrayed with alterations and the compounding
problems this type of document will create. Of these facts shall we continue in our
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discussion at this hour toward the helpmeet of the government and PEOPLES of these
Great Islands of the Philippines of which we shall be attending only a short hour longer.
The BLUEPRINT Philippines
FEDERALISM: State controlled will bring about problematic events if organized in
the common tradition.
HOUSING ADDENDUM:
Listed: Criteria for problematic events explained:
Possibilities of Excellence:
HOUSING:
Every family is entitled to a plot of land to grow vegetables, trees and flowers and to
build a house suitable for the size of their family. There will be no mansions nor castles.
Each family will attend a school to learn requirements for house size and building code
expectations. These schools will be within each district. If a family is ‘expecting’ or
chooses to house their elderly then the permit they are given will reflect the suitable size
of the home. Each family, however, will be permitted to choose the materials for their
homes, such as marble floors, or hardwood floors. In return their own talents will be
required by others.
Each home will be equipped with windpower windmills in their rooftops as well as solar
power either in the roof, or walls or both. All wind and solar power goes into the grid.
The grid consists of all transmission lines supplying the peoples electrical needs
nationwide until such hour as the need for electrical cables has passed.
Farms will be also equipped with both and must provide heated accommodations for
their animals during the cold season especially in the northern regions.
Each home will have gunsafes. The key to this room will be held by the heads or head if
there is only one parent, or eldest sibling no younger than sixteen years of age, of the
family. In the event of an invasion the Village, Town or City they live in, will sound an
alarm and the districts will immediately arm and wait for further coded instructions from
the Security Panel who will continue to inform the Villages, Towns or Cities.
To be continued
- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries (Cortez), a representative of the Federation of Unified
and Freed Planetary World NATION
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Design of the National Flag: Jamie SR Cortez, a representative of the Federation of
Unified and Freed Planetary World NATION

271. The BLUEPRINT Philippines - The Safeguard
Against All Crime

The God complex which the HUmanities engage themselves within relays a distinct
possibility that the men on this planet wish to presume themselves upon a planet alone
with themselves that is also just fine with us. It is useless to voice complaints if the
solution in its totality for the criteria is ignored
- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries (Cortez), a representative of the Federation of Unified and
Freed Planetary World NATION
The account as how it has been portrayed with alterations and the compounding
problems this type of document will create. Of these facts shall we continue in our
discussion at this hour toward the helpmeet of the government and PEOPLES of these
Great Islands of the Philippines of which we shall be attending only a short hour longer.
The BLUEPRINT Philippines
FEDERALISM: State controlled will bring about problematic events if organized in
the common tradition.
THE SAFEGUARD AGAINST ALL CRIME:
Listed: Criteria for problematic events explained:
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Possibilities of Excellence:
THE SAFEGUARD AGAINST ALL CRIME:
For those who say to us: "then how do we keep the People, Groups and others honest in
order that they do not cheat one another or that leaderships do not cheat one another,
or nations do not cheat one another?"
We say to ye ones, that the Federation of Unified Nations have a safeguard built in.
What happens here is that the moment one cheats another by, for example, not
delivering their part of the Purchase Order or bargain, such as delivering items, after
they have received what they had Purchased; or people who exchange talents do not
deliver their part of the bargain on the Purchase Order from their district or another
district, the moment that Word gets out, these ones will be automatically boycotted by
People on all levels:
From the grassroots up: their neighbours; stores; material Majlis or Councils; right up
to the Greater Enlightened Leaderships who handle the exchange of oil, gas and other
resources with other Federated Central ASEAN Nations.
Let it be known that the hour has well progressed into green energy and in this instance
shall the nations have no more cause to fight over oil and gas nor to relay upon either for
the vehicles which can be brought into the foreground with the reliability of electric,
water and magnetics for their fuel, so to speak.
But billions will be lost in revenue to the corporations and the banking facilities so they
are the Peoples worst enemies, but the Peoples can change all that for ye Ones are the
buyers of all the products. The oil spills are killing all in the waters of the sealife of
which depend upon you, the Peoples, for their caretaking.
This boycott will also apply to blackmail or framing another for any reason. This will be
dealt with immediately by the People’s Majlis or Council. These will be considered
“dangerous acts” against your neighbours, whether be family members or not.
The length of boycott will be determined by the severity of the act of cheating, blackmail
or the framing of another. The Enlightened Leader of the People’s Majlis will determine
the boycott’s effect upon the person or people in deciding the length of its duration.
The spider who weaves a web to trap another will inevitably be ensnared in a web of
its own.
Should a dispute be serious enough, such as murder or rape, the People’s Majlis or
Council will immediately take this problem to the Enlightened Leadership of the
Province or Ummah, = the village or town within the Province, who in turn will take the
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issue to the Enlightened Leadership of their UMMAH or Province who will “advise” as
to the immediate concern and application.
The offenders will be removed from the UMMAH or Province and placed upon a
segregated island protected by the Navy and these inmates will share such island or
islands with others more “attuned” to their nature.
If a man, woman or child accuses another falsely, then that “punishment” will fall
upon the shoulders of the accused.
We employ different types of Majlis or Councils of Enlightened men and woman nor
forsaking the child in genius form in the Federation of Unified Nations, therein are many
empty chairs to be filled which will way surpass the chairs of the Senate and Congress
put together.
So you see it does not pay to be a cheat. The Federation of Unified and Free Planetary
Worlds’ economic system of Talent and Purchase Orders keep the People from
engaging in criminal activities of any kind.
If we find any Persons engaging in serious criminal activities against their sisters and
brethren, their Ummah or village or town, or their UMMAH or Province, or CENTRAL
Enlightened UMMAH, the Twenty-Four Council of the NATION, then these people shall
be immediately removed out of the Federation of Unified Nations and will be removed to
one of the sectioned off islands.
Depending upon the severity of the crime, the nature of the world they are taken to will
see them residing alongside and governed by those much like themselves.
To be continued
- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries (Cortez), a representative of the Federation of Unified
and Freed Planetary World NATION
Design of the National Flag: Jamie SR Cortez, a representative of the Federation of
Unified and Freed Planetary World NATION

272. The BLUEPRINT Philippines - Gyms,
Vacations, And Vehicles To Own
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A generous heart knows the secret of the universe: There is more than enough for
every one where the supply comes from.
- Jamie SR Cortez, a representative of the REAL Federation of Unified and Free
Planetary World NATION
Tantamount to all those criteria which most governments, whether be local or central,
“think” that the objectives must be “budgeted” in, here we have devised what many
other worlds within this universe practice on a daily basis with no “stop-gaps or
budgets” needed.
- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries (Cortez), a representative of the Federation of Unified and
Freed Planetary World NATION
The account as how it has been portrayed with alterations and the compounding
problems this type of document will create. Of these facts shall we continue in our
discussion at this hour toward the helpmeet of the government and PEOPLES of these
Great Islands of the Philippines of which we shall be attending only a short hour longer.
The BLUEPRINT Philippines
FEDERALISM: State controlled will bring about problematic events if organized in
the common tradition.
GYMS, VACATIONS, AND VEHICLES TO OWN:
Listed: Criteria for problematic events explained:
Possibilities of Excellence:
EXERCISE GYMS:
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These will be placed within each district, however, because of much activity in building
together the Paradise within the Philippines or any other nation, these gyms are likely not
to be used to any great degree.
VACATIONS OUTSIDE OF THE PHILIPPINES:
Each district will sport a Vacation Majlis or Vacation Council to serve the people.
There is a difference between leisure time and a vacation. Leisure time is the time you
spend around your own home or little paradise whilst vacations are arranged for your
pleasure outside of the country in which one resides. All is free. Travel, accommodations,
sightseeing, etc. However, there will be no interference in the designated country’s
system nor culture. Learn from one another in agreement and share the good aspects one
to another and learn from them also.
After so many hours of work, arrangements will be made for vacation. For instance, if
work is in a factory, so many hours must be accumulated, or if you are an engineer so
many hours at a project must be accumulated. You must not stop in the middle of a
project unless consensus is made between yourself and another to take your place.
For those who work from their homes and have only themselves to talent out to another,
a certain number of accumulated hours must be drawn up. All these hours will then at the
finish of a labour or job, be given to the Material Majlis or Material Council who will
then enter the hours in the central computer and those hours will then be accessed
through computer from the Vacation Majlis or Material Council when a request is made
for vacation time.
VEHICLES TO OWN:
Vehicles are also free. But the type of vehicle must be earned. For example: If a person
wants a Mercedes, for instance, then the Automotive Dealer will contact the Material
Majlis’s (or Material Council’s) central computer to find out if that person has earned
enough hours utilizing his or her talents and to what extent, in order to be credited such a
prestigious vehicle. If not, then the person will be credited with a vehicle of his or her
current status. But a vehicle will be given.
To be continued
- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries (Cortez), a representative of the Federation of Unified
and Freed Planetary World NATION
Design of the National Flag: Jamie SR Cortez, a representative of the Federation of
Unified and Freed Planetary World NATION
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273. The Great Circle Of Consumer Goods – A
Deadly Game (Part 3)
10.22.2016
PHARMACEUTICAL DRUG MARKET AND ITS COMPANION THE MEAT,
DAIRY AND EGG MARKET
Both street drugs as well as pharmaceutical drugs equal themselves in deadly
capability, and uncontrolled, kill families, destroy lives, and bankrupt the
PEOPLES pocketbooks.
Without coverage one-hundred diabetic strips used for measuring blood sugar levels
cost here in Canada eighty-four dollars and ninety-nine cents for strips which are
rationed at around one thousand percentage higher in cost than it costs to make
them in the factories.
The majority of diseases are created though the consumption of meat, dairy and
eggs combined with pharmaceutical drugs uncontrolled in their contents.
The meat industry work hand in hand with these pharmaceutical conglomerates
giving much business toward the funeral homes and so on so that more than the
Human cost of those diseases are added to by the consumer having to buy “Life
Insurance” early because of the ratio of “diseases out there” the patient is told, and
added to this is the quick disintegration of the family pocket-book even those under
coverage or medical which in many places has already been privatized and
remodeled.
With fewer doctors manning the hospitals in the West and nurses gone over the
boarder to the States, there are fewer services and as one doctor told us: “We
doctors do not know what is going on in government that the hospitals are all
shutting down in outlaying areas and at that hour only two doctors were manning
the hospital while at the same hour running full time medical clinics for the
consumer.
Red Cross selling all its high technical equipment for loss of revenue.
So you see, dear Ones, one and all, it is the hour to move away and transition to the
Original System of Economics of Talents and Purchase Orders and of this shall we
go into just a little further before you allow the banker and all its teller outfits, so to
speak, to sink the boats of each and every one of you.
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Did ye Ones also know that within many hospitals if not all when a child is born a
syringe is inserted into the crown or top of the cranium and many of those babies
when entering their first several years are not acting normal in a positive way but
something seems to be very very wrong with them?
Then when they enter school years they are segregated or put on drugs because such
children have had needles inserted into their craniums when they were born.
But do the parents know why?
The consumer is taught by the doctors who are taught in medical schools and
though many doctors now know what is dangerous to the consumer or patient, they
dare not speak out nor go against the establishment for fear of their own future or
assassination of themselves.
The laboratory workers in many hospitals across the continents face the same
danger.
Do some research, ye Ones of the most gullibility whom also allow injections into the
arm of your young ones in this age and hour.
Now, connect how this all works together in one gigantic circle for ye Ones are all
tied into a grid and a most dangerous one for yourselves and your children and your
elderly and sometimes unfit ones who are paralyzed from the neck down and from
inside the very mind they inhibit as their own.
EXTREME CASES OF PAIN - WHAT THEN?
In extreme cases of pain there is always an exception.
However, monitoring the sensation of pain must be done with compassion and not
foolishness for all has its place and the only killers which are good are the killers of
physical pain and at certain hours such as morphine need be used at this hour;
yet drug dealing is drug dealing and pushers are pushers and sellers are sellers and
that is the crux of it;
and those ones need as much freed from the system of monetary exclusion of most
global populations than anyone else, for most, if not all, are victims of the same cycle
of capitalism from the downgraded system of economics which this world had once
known at the hour and events taken into the pioneering and seeding of this world.
And the pharmaceutical corporations will corner every nook and nanny of every
market they can get their hands into including the cannabis market where they have
already diluted the cannabis with extracts of “other” drugs and intend upon the
control of that market as well as Doctors and Nurses and Government policies.
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BIG BUSINESS ALL ROLLED UP INTO ONE DEADLY PACKAGE
The food Industry is big business with its deadly chemical composition which you
eat all of your life. The meat-slaughter houses is big business for meat, dairy and
eggs are all wine to your souls and is killing you mouthful by mouthful, your
children and your pets.
The poisoning of water is big business and not all water through “sanctified” outlets
you buy are pure by any means; many are just tap water with a little smelt chlorine
in them. The plastic bottles water and drinks are kept in are also big industry for
often the bottles leak deadly chemicals.
The manufacturing of diseases is big business. Mort-uaries and their Funeral
parlors are big business.
We are completed this portion for the reminder and enhancing you, the PEOPLES,
understanding of the grid-wheel you are on and after one more short portion we
shall speak of the solution in greater detail.
This life is not the only one ye Ones are to live. Make sure you make the correct
decisions and build a good one for ye Ones shall be entering back into it upon your
next incarnation either upon this world or that of another.
Good Evening and Good Night. (portion continued from yesterday)
Part 4 - Hardware Stores and Carpentry - Next - with the Solution Part 5 to follow.
Please add on to what has already been given, ye Ones upon the other side of the
world.
- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified
and Freed Planetary World NATION

274. 310216 Round Table Conference of ASEAN
FOREIGN MINISTERS INCLUDING CHINA Requested
Request: 2.28.2016
SE Asian foreign ministers voice concerns on South China Sea
http://www.philstar.com/world/2016/...
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Notation: To the ten Foreign Ministers of the ASEAN CENTRAL NATION: We
have noticed that the comment we had placed in the outside in "comments" toward
alerting you to our answer we had left you in the Daily Memorandum Philippines as to
your concern had been deleted by someone and what had alerted us was the fact that the
next day you had your request again printed in huge letters in the paper the Philstar.
Please, Sirs, access and scroll down almost mid-way in the Daily Memordandum
Philippines to find our reply as of the other day. - Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a
representative of the Federation of Unified and Free Planetary Worlds
Notation: We felt it to be more appropriate to hold this Conference upon neutral ground
in a Round Table Sessions rather than in the initially described location. Thank you.
Please access throughout the day. Thank you most kindly.
ASEAN Foreign Ministers, Defense Secretary Voltaire Gazmin, and special guest
Israeli Ambassador to the Philippines Effie Ben Matityau, this is an open session
because the Federation of Unified and Free Planetary Worlds do not believe in hiding
information which concerns the Peoples of the NATIONS from the Peoples of the
NATIONS especially during an hour where some feel it is necessary to protect one
part of ASEA from another part of ASEA. It is called “realistic transparency.”
Sirs and Madams, we welcome you all to the Federation Round Table of Non-Dispute
and are looking forward to a beginning of “realistic” progression in our talks. As we are
all well aware this will not be handled in one day or sitting due to the need for our equal
reviewing of “ALL” new information placed before the each one of us, for thorough
consideration before deliberations are possible.
We need to clear our minds, each one of us in order that we might come to this table of
“NON-DISPUTE” together with a rational and quiet mind.
We will be adding to these protractions, shall we say, as we go along throughout the day
in order that greater insight may continually be brought before this council.
Heated arguments have no place at this Table and so with no further adieu, let us please
begin.
Our first concern is not that the brotherly NATION of China have not voiced their
concerns, they have and through many hours of events, but strategically speaking in all
diplomatic sense, all sides must “respect” the other and in doing so speak “kindly” OF
and TO one another.
Unfortunately, we begin with itinerary, for all must be heard and listened to, which was
produced “prior” to these proceedings, and are of such a nature of tone which indeed does
not lend any note of tranquility and peace of mind to the sense of our mandatory “NONDISPUTE” among all members of ASEA, therein all “future” submissions to the
Philstar News must contain “respectful” verbium otherwise we shall not present it
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at our Table we are seated at with our Brothers and Sisters here today, and our
Guest.
We shall move forward by briefly examining these submissions, the first of which,
should this Table ever receive such “disrespectful” observance toward this “NONAGGRESSIVE” Conference in submission, we shall “immediately” disregard the
concern completely.
Eliciting rage or anger is “NOT” the proper attitude in solving any criteria and we
simply, as we have stressed, shall not put up with it.
To our Chinese brother and sister NATION of ASEA, do we at this Round Table of
NON-DISPUTE, first offer up our apologies for this first and only submission of such
nature.
Entries:
1)
http://www.philstar.com/headlines/2016/03/01/1558230/dfa-chief-china-not-aboveinternational-law
2) http://www.philstar.com/headlines/2016/02/29/1558090/japan-signs-pact-supplydefense-equipmenthttp://www.philstar.com/headlines/2016/03/01/1558232/philippines-japan-ink-dealdefense-equipmentphilippines
1) Foreign Minister Wang Yi, Sir, your comment back to the “accusations” is not
warranted in using such a tone and unfriendly manner any more than the “placards” at the
top of the news-article does little to incite anger. Please, Sir, let us conduct ourselves in a
“manner” befitting and representing those whose leadership in China whose
“demonstrates clarity and “friendliness in ‘all aspects’ as to your words, Foreign Minister
Wang Yi, Sir, that The Hague was “irresponsible to the Filipino people and the future
of the Philippines.” We know de Hague sits in Europe and Europe has it own goals,
nonetheless, the sitting magistrates of de Hague we have found, as we mentioned before,
to, be men and women of goodly conscience once error is pointed out as you have so
“eloquently” done to the burning of their ears.
It is “not” what we say, Sir, in some instances, but rather “how” we say it, Sir. Thank
you.
Foreign Minister, it does not matter how great the prospect of a complete and worthy goal
or agenda on behalf of all participants of ASEAN NATIONS one might have, “if” the
presentation places other ASEAN Foreign Ministers in a “concerned” mode or emotion.
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This does not in any wise serve the Chinese interests of great foresight as to how to
improve upon the economic climate of ASEA and indeed the world in trade utilizing the
Talent and Purchase Order System of Economics and Social Grace, unless you, as
Foreign Minister of high placement in the Chinese Government “convinces” so as to
alleviate war, the other brotherly and sisterly ASEAN NATIONS of their Chinese
brothers and sisters goodly intent. This goodly intent needs to also be demonstrated
at sea, and should ill reports or falsifications be directed toward the Chinese as
recorded in this “article” then this conference must be aware of the Chinese voice on
the matter.
Unless the Talent and Purchase Order System is put in place rapidly, not all ASEAN
NATIONS will benefit. But should the Talent and Purchase Order System be put in place
as of the immediate hour and by looking at world stocks and the overall climate, this does
seem the appropriate hour to do so.
ALL ASEAN BROTHERLY AND SISTERLY NEIGHBOURS WILL BENEFIT
“EQUALLY” WITH CHINA AND PEACE WILL BE THE STANDARD OF THE
CENTRAL ASEAN NATION AS ONE PEOPLE, AS ONE WHOLE, IN THAT
PART OF THE WORLD AND THEREIN WILL CHINA HAVE SET A
PRECEDENCE, AND BE WELL CONGRATULATED FOR IT.
1) Foreign Affairs Secretary Albert del Rosario, Sir, your cutting presentation
considering the arbitration ruling at de Hague and all of its implications purely based
upon old outmoded and confusing “Freedom of Navigation Laws” which serve another
part of the world, leaves much to be desired, for if the “International Community” feel
“before” they even hear the complete information, and ignore the intent of the previous
objection by the Chinese for de Hague on the other side of the world to offer up the
judgment, then how on earth can one standardize and rule upon previous and
confusing “Freedom of Navigation Laws” of which the ASEAN NATIONS are facing
in that sector of the world when all ears seem to be on “close” rather than on “open” with
the minds to match on entirely due to “not enough information of disclosure from the
Chinese,” and “a misunderstanding by the majority of the ASEAN NATIONS as to
China’s good intent, bringing forth actions of fear which result in conflict of “posturing”
by both side upon the seas which belong to them all?
And the Americans in there only make it worse with their “threats” of war against China.
Laws need to be clear, simple and short, and at times amended but the best “Law” or
“Principle” which holds water, so to speak, is that the ASEAN SEA belongs to all the
NATIONS in ASEA and when more advanced economical trade is put in place with the
Talent and Purchase Order System then “war” will be permanently a thing of the past for
what brings about war is concern and determination to be number one or number two in
trade benefits and monetary economic acclaim, many leaders in this wise, even
unknowingly, sacrificing their People in yet another “war” to satisfy their perceived
national need for the almighty U.S. Dollar, or Chinese Yuan. (Note: Our apologies for
misspelling your currency, Sir).
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https://www.itlos.org/fileadmin/itlos/documents/statements_of_president/wolfrum/freedo
m_navigation_080108_eng.pdf
A “simple” and new law of “Freedom of Navigation” need be drawn up or the old
one greatly amended. Thank you also, Sir, for your ear.
2)
http://www.philstar.com/headlines/2016/03/01/1558232/philippines-japan-inkdeal-defense-equipment
2) Defense Secretary Voltaire Gazmin, Sir, it is a pleasure to also meet with you at our
Round Table of Non-Dispute. Sir, if we may, we would like for the benefit of our
readers to exact your methodology of turning what could have been seen as
“negative” into the “positive.”
We, ourselves appreciate such worthy guidance to our pen, as well. Here are your
words presented in a non-aggressive attire which is just as important if not more so
than what the words in themselves might further suggest:
“‘Japan is offering a surveillance aircraft at the moment, but nothing is final,’ Gazmin
said when asked what defense equipment Japan would transfer to the Philippines.”
“‘This agreement would really substantiate the Philippines and Japan being strategic
partners. And the transfer of equipment would enable our sides to conduct joint
research, development and production projects,’ Gazmin said.”
Thank you for such a well-thought out non-aggressive presentation, Sir, from which we
can all learn.
“Defense Secretary Voltaire Gazmin said the Philippines is the first country in
Southeast Asian and the third in the world with which Japan has such an agreement”
Now, it is interesting to learn that Japan has already “initiated,” along with their
signatory from the Islands of the Philippines, your ASEAN brotherly-sisterly
NATION, the very first precept in strategic security toward “protecting” the Silk
Corridor and its initiators, your ASEAN brotherly-sisterly NATION of China.
We trust that all other upcoming “signatories” to this New Charter which Japan is
the “first” to present shall be quickly endorsed by all CENTRAL ASEAN
NATIONS including ratification by CHINA, as being one of the leading signatories
in demonstrating Chinese “intent” upon also “providing” protection for its
brotherly-sisterly ASEAN FAMILY OF NATIONS.
Japan along with the Philippines is to be “commended” in their “wisdom” toward the
nature of “protection” of one another not-forsaking a one within the Whole ASEAN
CENTRAL NATION.
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Here has the example been given that the “negative” nature of “preparing for war” has
been “cultivated” to the “positive” in that “ONE BODY CANNOT FUNCTION
COHERENTLY AND MAINTAINING THE BEST OF HEALTH WITHOUT THE
WHOLE WORKING TOGETHER AS ONE UNIT WHICH MUST COMPRISE OF
THE ENTIRE CENTRAL ASEAN NATION.
“Defense Secretary Voltaire Gazmin has added that: “...aside from mutual desire to
enhance both countries’ defense capabilities, the agreement would also contribute to
regional peace.
“The defense chief called on both countries to look ahead and explore more mechanisms
to deepen the partnership in information sharing and possibly forge a visiting forces
agreement (VFA).
“Aside from the United States, the Philippines has a standing VFA with Australia.”
Sir, you truly are looking ahead for the interests of not only the CENTRAL ASEAN
NATION WITHIN THE UPCOMING TALENT AND PURCHASE ORDER SYSTEM
OF GREATER ECONOMICS, but right now, the standing VFA would better be put
“aside” due to the “greater concerns” of at least one of them and that is the United States
whose, shall we say, “inclination” is toward the multi-trillion dollar a year “monetary
input” into their bank accounts.
Sir, until all signatories are in from every ASEAN NATION, and a CENTRAL
ASEAN NATION MEETING HELD with all participants, the United States with its
overtly “aggressive” outlook over the ASEAN SILK CORRIDOR serves in its lower
attitude in hindering the new birth of the ASEAN CENTRAL NATION which, we
believe, they would at this hour like to prevent.
Sir, please remember, the United States and any other NATION as residing “outside” at
this hour of the ASEAN CENTRAL NATION whose “intent” is upon subtracting the
wages of the Peoples of the ASEAN CENTRAL NATION through corporate
takeover of land through industrial prowess throwing only a few crumbs the way of
the People of the ASEAN CENTRAL NATION would benefit themselves in a
greater sense if they would see to setting up their own CENTRAL AMERICAN
NATION under the most paradisaical-loved TALENT AND PURCHASE ORDER
SYSTEM as utilized by higher evolved paradisaical planetary worlds, and when that is
accomplished THEN AND ONLY THEN will they be “ready” to “deal on an equal
footing in trade” holding no ASEAN NATION IN DEBT TO THEIR OVERLY
AGGRESSIVE U.S. DOLLAR and all incentive to “OWN IT ALL” with a war-like
attitude shall give no more cause of concern to the friendly but “wise” ASEAN
CENTRAL NATION.
Good Day, Sir, and “thank you” for your ear.
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Notation: Chinese Foreign Minister Wang Yi, Sir, we have your two “concerns” which
we will shortly address later this afternoon. Thank you for your patience, Sir, in this wise.
As you are all aware the next segment we had prepared in presenting the position of the
Chinese had been somewhat extensive and after publication someone broke into this page
and deleted the entire section. While we do apologize for events out of our control in that
instant, we do intend upon representing the text again on our morrow. We had advised
the members of this Conference as well as the Foreign Minister of China, Mr. Wang Yi,
of this unfortunate delay of whose response was most courteous. Therein to cap the
evening of this Conference off, we would like to present the latest word from the dignitary
who had been so rudely cut off:
http://www.philstar.com/headlines/2016/03/01/1558402/china-we-have-legal-evidencereject-arbitration
Thank you, all, and we shall resume tomorrow morning. Salu.

3.2.2016
Good Morning, gentlemen and ladies, we have reprepared our deposition or further
evidence toward your understanding that the ASEAN NATIONS have absolutely “nothing
of concern to worry about with regard to the brother-sister ASEAN NATION of China
who only intends overall to initiate the “very best” life has to offer for them all. With that
word, let us now begin our day. We shall place this into italic for in order for all of you
here today to easily scroll this page to find the portion on the Chinese stance.
Lean back gentlemen and ladies, and enjoy the presentation on video as we delve into the
crux of the matter of much more unfounded concern and misinformation as given to the
ASEAN WORLD by those forces which have their “own agenda,” and that agenda, ladies
and gentlemen, is the agenda to take over all of your natural resources including that of
the ASEAN NATION of China, build many more polluting industrial cities in land grabs,
and using the Silk Corridors of the THE CENTRAL ASEAN NATION extending
throughout the world, toward their own benefit and not yours.
Your brother-sister ASEAN NATION of China understands this mindset having worked
along with the United States on ventures for so long, and now, for those new to this
tyrannical game, perhaps this information, some of it new to some of your ears and some
of it well known to the rest of you shall set your minds and pocketbooks at ease in
realizing the best “advantage” you have right now in joining your own military to for
CENTRAL ASEAN NATIONS’ protection of each other and the economic Silk Corridor is
a sitting ASEAN Military, right at your doorsteps, and that is your brother-sister
NATION of caring, China.
(we shall place our entry in now. thank you).
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We would now like to hear from the Chinese Foreign Minister Wang Yi, keeping an open
mind, “listening” for key words, and “remembering” what happened to “another”
NATION during WWII who held the same system at that hour for the good of all Peoples,
and how quickly the media by the powers which once-were, were given instructions to
ban articles and blacklist leaders should socialism spread until the world no longer
understood anything of its history during that hour except that “rewritten history” of the
victor which was “forced” upon teachers to mandatorily subject their students to learn in
schools and universities.
And of the “conquered,” their own photographs and monies are still being confiscated
silently behind the scenes; and even the memories of that hour were restricted in that
disinformation was continually fed to them throughout the years until a graph was drawn
up and that graph was called “euniuchism” which simply meant that the powers-whichonce were-so strong had forced the people to lose their ..... inasfar as rising up against
the protocol of the mainstream “doctrine” of the victor of that tragic war.
But socialism was not the disease, and though there exists a part and portion of each
system as endures in the world, today, there still needs to be put into place the Original
System of Talent and Purchase Orders BECAUSE it is the only system which cultivates
equal ground in providing for the People on an “equal” basis with no bias toward even
one.
Within a monetary-based system one will always face the potential for war, for other
governments and their NATIONS will see to it that they are one day mightier than the
last or present economic strategy maneuvered. War machines will be built and currency
will buy the nations who cannot be intimidated with threats. But what has all this to do
with our topic of concern on the “Freedom of International Seas?” Just be patient,
please, for there is a purpose for these many submissions.
In this text, or speech, please realize this Conference is not here to deal with the presentday monetary system but rather to deal with those criteria of inter-nation objectives those objectives which are being presented by Foreign Minister Wang Yi in relation to
the new objective in a program which got off the ground in its mechanics due to foresight
and wisdom several years ago by the brotherly-sisterly ASEAN NATION of China.
Socialism was destroyed once again during WWII on a pretext of lies and
misinformation. Socialism “owns” its own banks and currency “away” from the World
Central Banks - (more than one, indeed). Each NATION of this global community has
paid dearly for such bravery and that is also why our pen will never still until the
monetary system becomes a system of the past and the Peoples and their NATIONS freed
from the interrogation and the threats, blackmail, and framing of leaders and their
NATIONS “when” they do not fall in line with the World Banking establishment of
slavery and pestilence upon the NATIONS.
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Protect your “leaders” also for the World Bank has a habit of “assassinating” those who
prefer to free the Peoples of the NATIONS an install puppet leaders who will in no wise
either dare to turn their backs upon the World Banking Conglomerate and its multicorporations, for war is another incentive to obtain contracts to rebuild a nation, but how
can any of those monetary contracts bring back loved ones to complete their lifejourneys
with their families of any NATION?
WE must all work ceaselessly to not allow the same intent of the World Banking
corporate powers to further occur in ASEA because a foreign enterprise, the United
States of America, refuses to get its own house in order preferring instead to occupy
another with even more riches. And whomever stands with the United States at this hour
such as Australia is being “encouraged” to do by the United States (yet so far has held
off) with participation of its fleet of ships for the buildup in the ASEAN CENTRAL
NATION SILK CORRIDOR, will indeed be fostering a replica, “almost” (but not
entirely, for there existed another criteria there), of the beginning of another
horrendous buildup to WWIII.
The real “incentive” to WWIII as U.S. Candidate Donald Trump so accurately surmised
is not “SYRIA” at all but “rather” that it is the MULTI-BILLION DOLLAR ASEAN
CENTRAL NATION SILK CORRIDOR.
(Disclaimer: In no wise does the Federation of Unified and Free Planetary Worlds
“ever” support any form of raciest views upon any one person within this global
community. – Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of
Unified and Free Planetary Worlds)
In the next video clip we came across after our original text had been deleted, we also
submit as supporting evidence in alleviating the concerns of the Foreign Minister
representatives here today, in particular, in regard to the misinformation from the west.
Each of you, Sirs, and Madams viewing this Conference from outside of its halls are also
invited to attend this speech of excellence in both its diplomacy as well as “frankness”
and “complete transparency” of the Chinese position as the Foreign Minister of China
Wang Yi begins his discourse. Please place this video on full screen in order that you
may all focus upon the “entire” speech. Thank you. You may be surprised at all you
hear. We promise you will “not” be bored.
http://csis.org/event/statesmens-forum-wang-yi-minister-foreign-affairs-prc
Please also examine the maps and information on the Silk Corridors of which there are
six of them. (Notation: The par-excellent maps and information on this was also unlinked
but not by Strafor themselves. We are currently looking for another which will remain
upon this site).
The ASEAN SILK CORRIDOR, ASEAN NATIONS, ALL BELONG TO YOU AS
WELL. A GIFT OF THE BROTHERLY NATION OF CHINA AS YOU CARE FOR
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ONE ANOTHER IN LOVE AND CONSIDERATION, IN HONESTY AND
SELFLESSNESS, IN VISION LOSING NOTHING MORE TO THE CAPITALIST
SYSTEM AND THEIR CENTRAL BANKS WHOM WE COULD CALL THE “REAL
PLAGUE OF THE NATIONS.” (note: correction of the word, selflessness 3.3.2016).
When the System of the Talent and Purchase Order is the backdrop for the Silk
Corridors and indeed that of the world, then the recovery of the NATIONS AND
“EACH” PERSON OF BELONGING TO THOSE NATIONS SHALL BE NOT ONLY
IMMEDIATE BUT SIMULTANEOUS.
Yet we are not finished with our Conference, for tomorrow even more “insight” shall be
presented before final deliberations begin, “if” no other speakers present themselves
with new information.
The information yet to be presented should prove of great “interest” to our guest, the
Israeli Ambassador to the Philippines Effie Ben Matityau, whom may at that hour best
assist us in his own fashion with printed text or video before we wrap up for the day
another “Freedom of Navigation” in International waters, discourse.”
Day two: 3.3.2016
Israeli Ambassador Effie Ben Matityau, we plead your forgiveness, but this speaker
presented his “concern” to be included in the Conference this day. Therein before we go
to the next itinerary in this Conference we feel it to be wise to hold off another day while
we hear and consider what the United States Defense Secretary Ashton Carter wishes to
present to this meeting of the Ten ASEAN Foreign Ministers, yourself, Sir, including
Defense Secretary Voltaire Gazmin. Our receiving more information to consider inasfar
as the “Freedom of Navigation and Overflight” issue is concerned insures that all sides
be heard. Thank you, Sir, for your greater tolerance.
https://www.facebook.com/notes/uthrania-seila-sentana-ries-cortez/pentagon-chiefsays-china-actions-will-have-consequences-entry-into-round-table-/933011010139135

Day three: 3.4.2016
ASEAN Foreign Ministers, Defense Secretary Voltaire Gazmin, and special guest Israeli
Ambassador to the Philippines, Effie Ben Matityau, may we please continue our nonaggressive Conference. Defense Secretary Ashton “Clark Kent” Carter, Sir, should the
tone of the Pentagon change, then you, Sir, are welcome at our table as well for the
continuance of the session of this evening and day.
Thank you again for your patience, Ambassador Effie Ben Matityau, and we hope to be
further enlightened by a word from you at least after you consider the topic.
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Ladies and Gentlemen and guests, it is very simple really, is it not? The entire criteria in
regard to “International waters of Navigation and Overflight” is one of “sharing
equally” with not one NATION threatening the other.”
Yet, what we have witnessed in the past in a precedent case in International waters of
Navigation and Overflight control is one of great question.
And the question here, Sirs and Madams and guests is this: Exactly “why” did the United
States not concern themselves with the issue of Israeli ships boarding Palestinian
fishing boats and at certain hours even murdering their inhabitants?
The second question is this: Why was Israel allowed to board and arrest and sink one of
the International Flotilla Vessels carrying only non-aggressive cargo such as medicine
and clothes and so on, who were travelling directly to the shores of Palestine “through
International waters of Navigation and Overflight control,” without the United States
of America either interceding, taking Israel to the International Court, or placing
sanctions upon Israel who holds well over three-hundred combined atomic bombs and
warheads, illegal chemical weapons, for a starter?
“…because the Maritime domain must be open and free to us all.” – Defense Secretary
Ash Carter
(?)
All of this and done with the full pardon of the United Nations, the United States, Great
Britain, France and so on, never became much of an issue but what did become an
issue, gentlemen and ladies as well as guest speakers, is this:
The “potential” of The Silk Corridor of the CENTRAL ASEAN NATION as a
Whole, demanded that the United States, to the tune of over five trillion dollars in
trade, gaining taxes, stealing revenue from the CENTRAL ASEAN NATION as a
Whole, NEEDED TO ENSURE THAT THE WORLD BANK AS WELL AS EACH OF
THE WORLD BANK CORPORATIONS AND CONGLOMERATES POLICE NOT
ONLY THE ASEAN SEA SILK CORRIDOR BUT INDEED THE ENTIRE RANGE
OF SILK CORRIDORS LEADING THROUGHOUT THE WORLD IN ORDER
THAT THEY BETTER FINANCE THEIR OWN COFFERS AS WELL AS KEEPING
THE BOOT ON THE NECKS OF THE ASEAN WORLD.
BUT, the major “concern” is NOT the friendly and protective ASEAN NATION OF
CHINA – BUT – THE SWITCHOVER TO THE TALENT AND PURCHASE
ORDER SYSTEM OF ECONOMICS WOULD PUT THE WORLD BANK OUT
OF BUSINESS. AND OUT OF BUSINESS SIMPLY MEANS “OUT OF CONTROL”
OF THE NATIONS AND PEOPLES WHO FIRST BELONGED AND KNEW
NOTHING AT THE INCEPTION OF THEIR SEEDING UPON THIS WORLD
OTHER THAN THAT SYSTEM BELONGING TO EACH AND EVERY WORLD
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WHICH UPHELD THE PARADISAICAL ECONOMIC PRACTICE OF PEOPLE
FRIENDLY ECONOMICS.
The right arm of the United States foreign policy is the present day UN who for the
most part serves only itself and the policies of the world bank.
Where the brother-sister ASEAN NATION OF CHINA did not sign agreements of
concern to the United States and Great Britain at that hour with Israel silently backing
the the two; Israel who signed neither agreement, keeping well out of sight, saw the
brother-sister ASEAN NATION OF CHINA did not break either agreement (you
will soon understand why we say this) while it stood prominently and “transparently”
in the forefront and at the hour of capitalist control.
(Insert)
That would make Israel look bad, again. So to promote war against China in order
to bring China out from under their change-over to a socialist-based program, then
seeing them fully transitioning to the Original Talent and Purchase Order-based
Federation of United and Free Planetary Worlds to the FULL benefit of the
CENTRAL ASEAN NATION and indeed that of the World in its hour of transition;
they calculatedly and repeatedly brought out their black book of misinformation
and threats against China and the surrounding nations and so on in order to protect
the world bank’s manufacturing of continuous “global consumption,” the “eating
up” of the talents of the PEOPLES of the world who the world bank “forced” to
make them great tax-based profits. That seemed the normal thing to do. Again.
China “knew” that UN based international law was there to uphold the tenets of the
world bank using the United States in particular as its “hit” man upon the nations.
The world bank’s aggressiveness toward the smaller or militarily and financially
weak or weakened nations left those nations destitute and bankrupt through war
and monetary manipulation.
China then had to keep the information at that hour under its own belt as one could
well imagine facing the backlash of other nations misunderstanding.
(conclusion of insert in order to promote NO MISUNDERSTANDING)
Communism became the boogieman of the world at that hour when all world capitalist
and imperialist media condemned Vietnam and then China for “MAYBE” going to
invade the western world with all of its policies!
So when the brother-sister ASEAN NATION OF China embraced socialism with a
Chinese twist because of culture, the United States and the UN became alarmed, because
after seven long years of mouths watering and waiting until the Chinese would
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finish building the Silk Corridors, the United States did not wish to lose that
TREASURE CHEST because they are the PIRATES of the Seas.
The United States, United Nations, and Israel did not care about Palestine and
International agreements of “Navigation and Overflight this or that” because they
already had that section of the world, they thought, done in and owned. Just Syria left to
go and the Syrian waterways would be owned. The United States and Israel then
could well control the central to northern regions of the Middle East, place a
“nuclear” (Israel is just sitting there with the illegal arsenal) so-called defense shield
pointed at Russia, AND ANOTHER SILK CORRIDOR OF THE FEDERATION OF
UNIFIED AND FREE PLANETARY WORLDS OF WHICH THE ASEAN CENTRAL
NATION BELONGS, would be theirs, lock stock and barrel to control.
That is why the Federation of Unified and Free Planetary World “STOPPED” the
French Ambassador to the Philippines from obtaining a heavy financial grip on the
Mindanao southern section. You see, with the Mindanao of the Philippines well under
their control the European financial stock market would have racketeered collapsing the
west. But, in doing so the Europeans, namely France, led by less than a leader of morals
and ethics at that hour, would have tourniquet the entire southern and northern
Baguio part of the Philippines, “choking them” and eventually in short order
“owning” them financially.
We do not wish hardship upon the United States but the United States wishes hardship
upon the ASEAN CENTRAL NATION INCLUDING NORTH KOREA, because the
United States “are” run and operated by the world bank which is losing all gravitational
control.
Ye ones might mock and laugh and those of banking substitutes as well, the big business,
the corporation, “but” the day is not over yet.
So with all world eyes basically on the CENTRAL ASEAN NATION, the United States
and Israel are monitored by Russia who in all their brilliance will this hour “NOT”
allow either the United States nor Israel the long arm policy-maker, to covertly
conduct maneuvers WITHOUT the press learning of it.
Diversion is an old military strategy and almost always works when too many irons
are in the fire at one hour, for the PEOPLES of the WORLD who have been working
just to stay alive were never given the hours by the world bank conglomerate to really
find out what was going on and why their lives were so difficult UNTIL the Internet
came along and now the new tool of the CIA and other factions such as the underground
MOSSAD control free speech and what PEOPLE are allowed to post, either
disappearing the information or hiding it or bouncing PEOPLE right off the Internet.
But always a covert operation of “disinformation” is their favourite pass-time. They just
drew up some new rules that is all it took.
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Is this enough for the day, gentlemen, ladies and special guest speakers?
Oh, and as far as not leaving North Korea out of the ASEAN CENTRAL NATION,
Russia had nicely striven to give us more hours as President Putin knew well that we
had the Conference in session.
The United States and Israel knew it too, and so it was delayed no longer and pushed
through with horrendous consequences.
The United States through their right hand, the United Nations, heavy-handedly
made sure that the ASEAN NATION OF NORTH KOREA WOULD NEVER
AGAIN JOIN POLICIES WITH SOUTH KOREA, NOR PROTECT THE SILK
CORRIDOR FROM THE INVADING, MASQUERADING HALF-SECTOR OF
THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA OF WHOSE OTHER HALF-SECTOR OF
PEOPLES ARE NOT IN THEIR ENTIRETY THE ENEMIES OF ANY ASEAN NATION
but a PEOPLES of justice and compassion to all races upon this earth.
BUT, did not China stand with the United States of America in sanctioning NORTH
KOREA? Think about this: China and Russia are both trade allies of NORTH
KOREA, along with SOUTH KOREA.
What the United world bank nation you have known as the UN has repeatedly supported
and backed is a continuation of protecting financial interests of the world sinking bank
and its greedy corporate conglomerates.
Iraq was sanctioned. Iraq is a swampland of oil and gas. Iran was later sanctioned. The
U.S. began set the groundwork for the war between the two and President Saddam fell for
it and Iran was not much better.
One of the reasons why Iran was later sanctioned was because it was conducting trade
with Russia through the Caspian Sea. The United States did not want Russia to gain
credence with the WORLD NATIONS because Iraq was heavily in debt to Russia due
to Russian assistance to enable the PEOPLES of Iraq to survive the Imperial U.S.
inquisition, onslaught and occupation of that nation. That meant not a trade in oil when
all of this was over, but a “payback” and the United States did not want Russian
giant Lukoil in Iraq taking anything so the U.S. decided to make President Putin
and the Russian NATION and DUMA the next boogeyman of the World.
Shall we continue or is the picture almost nearly complete? Not quite, perhaps, but there
are days and weeks and months ahead.
After the Philippines was struck by HAARP and the south wiped out, ISIS was put in to
ensure President Aquino III’s agreements between the Philippine government and
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MILF and cooperative good intentions of other Filipino PEOPLES would again be
disrupted.
(insert)
You see no other groups called as rebels or otherwise would have wanted to upset or
overturn a solution to the fractionalization of the entire Philippines when each and
every one would have satisfied.
(conclusion of insert in order to promote NO MISUNDERSTANDING)
(bolded)
That will will be all for the day and we shall place this on early before we edit our
punctuation or spelling, so you will each need to take of yourselves a new copy on
the new morning of March the fifth two-thousand sixteen.
We leave you all to study, please, this next incitement into full blown war in the Middle
East. The text is called “…book for International Rules for Freedom of navigation in
the palestinian israeli sea.” Note please that “some pages are omitted from this book
preview.” (Near the top in gray).
This document is also called: the “Counterinsurgency Law.”
https://books.google.com.ph/books?id=yfxMAgAAQBAJ&pg=PA182&lpg=PA182&dq
=international+rules+on+freedom+of+navigation+in+the+palestinian+israeli+sea&sourc
e=bl&ots=mg5EjyvQn2&sig=yEd0wdaJoDFPDxDnvafqZ1LAb1o&hl=en&sa=X&redir_
esc=y#v=onepage&q=international%20rules%20on%20freedom%20of%20navigation%2
0in%20the%20palestinian%20israeli%20sea&f=false
AND you want de Hague or United Nations with all its precepts of dementia to decide
who will be sanctioned, and what and by whom shall “Navigation and Overflight” of
any sea shall be conducted” when the only one conducting terrorism and unbridled
threats is the UN upholding and writing in laws which are given over to them by the
United States and Israel who is not a nation at all but a military extension of the U.S.
So, who are the PEOPLE of Israel? They are the ones who always got along with
their brothers and sisters and cousins, the Arabs, and they used to reside on the same
plot of land in harmony even under the days, months and hours of Turkish rule.
Turkey, join us now.
President Vladimir Putin, Sir, we do not run a digital system in our computer banks,
neither do we give away the gold and precious items for they will serve as beautification
of the nations and gold in particular for electrical components. We shall explain to you
the system you have so long forgotten and perhaps memory will then serve you to
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understand that the first system upon this world was the ORIGINAL and ONLY
SYSTEM OF TALENT AND PURCHASE ORDERS. Mr. President, Sir, this system is
not new, it is the ORIGINAL ONE.
The new system is the one you have in place today, falling out of place, as Iceland who
stands with us, explains. This world banking system was brought to this earth by a
peoples who invaded this premises traveling through an accidental rip in the fabric of
space accidentally created by our own people of the Federation of Unified and Free
Planetary Worlds.
When they forced this monetary system you have today, upon the PEOPLES of the
Paradisaical Order of Economics “NON-DIGITAL” Sir, they only allowed the
PEOPLES of this earth to see through a glass darkly.
We will wrap up this session and day after tomorrow we will continue in our
deliberations.
Thank you all for your hours and we wish each and every one a good rest. Salu.
- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified and
Free Planetary Worlds

3.18.2016
Gentlemen, ladies, and guests. We apologize for keeping you waiting but we must always
assure that all documentation is in before we conclude this meeting called by the Ten
Foreign Ministers of ASEAN NATIONS.
The question had arisen as to the perceived folly of our CHINESE friendly brothers and
sisters in their refusal in adhering to UN criteria in the ruling of the international court on
the SILK CORRIDOR, in particular the regions of the SILK CORRIDOR which the
friendly brothers and sisters of other ASEAN NATIONS WITHIN THE CENTRAL
WHOLE also adhere to in their ONENESS IN SHARING THE GIFT WHICH THE
CHINESE ASEAN NATION WITHIN THE WHOLE HAVE so generously and
meticulously have given to work as ONE PEOPLES WITHIN THE CENTRAL ASEAN
NATION.
Now, the problem arises when nations refuse to work together because their policies
differ from ONENESS in sharing to “I want my own water all to myself, China.” (sulk)
Indeed, should then not the perceived complaint fall at the feet of the European Central
Nation for mediation?
Well, before we wrap up this conference, brothers and sisters and guests here today, we
would like for you to LISTEN to this wonderful sister of our global community and what
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she has to disclose concerning a great likeness to the WONDERFUL SILK CANAL
OR CORRIDOR and before you all come to the conclusion that the world court knows
better than the Federation of Unified and Free Planetary Worlds in all good
governance of ONE ASEAN PEOPLES ALL WORKING TOGETHER IN
CONCERTED EFFORT TO BRING ABOUT PROSPERITY FOR ALL ON AN
EQUAL BASIS watch and listen to this economist from Sierra Leone.
While we do not work upon a monetary based system of any format, the HUmanities are
taking the first step into their transition to the Talent and Purchase Order System for
while any monetary economics exist there will always be a thief waiting in the sidelines
who will pull rank, pay people off, and so on, and the entire domino effect begins once
again collapsing the nations one after the other at the feet of the waiting world bank.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_pvNp9gHjfk&feature=youtu.be
Thank you. And have a good evening. Do not forget your canes and your belongings for
this conference has now presented all evidence for your consideration and of that we are
most satisfied.
We thank the each one of you for attending, for your patience, and for all your hard work.
Now LET US MAKE THIS ASEAN CENTRAL NATION A GREAT ONE!
- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified and
Free Planetary Worlds

275. Is Reincarnation Really Necessary? (Part 2)
4.30.2016
https://www.facebook.com/notes/uthrania-seila-sentana-ries-cortez/is-reincarnationreally-necessary-part-1/963878073719095
Is Reincarnation Really Necessary? (Part 2)
“If the bible were the ultimate truth then we would have no need to learn anything new
from the universe.” – Reni Sentana-Ries
When reincarnation “strikes” so to speak, the consciousness of the infirmed of
thought, reason, professing doubt in all things then just remember these words of
sense, for what teaching behooves the People if that teaching leaves out significant
realities, peacemealing only a part and portion of reality in one small package expecting
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the HUmanities to pay for extra “enlightenment” through the tithes and hole in their
pocketbooks, only tfind in the end upon their crossing over from this life to the next that
they had been severely duped over and over and over again.
So then just “why” is reincarnation necessary and not only one lifestream of
experience as being enough before you physically die and as you are taught, “go to
heaven?”
To encapsulate, this is because each HUman being must first experience life’s lessons in
order to substantially “grow” in talents and to overcome the Hellion DNA-Helix which
is the negative action within yourselves, each one, entirely due to the procreation of
yourselves by the Hellions who travelled through the very fabric of space when an
accidental rip in the curtain, so to speak, was initiated.
The Hellions invaded this world and procreated with the good Humans belonging to
the Federation of Unified and Free Planetary Worlds.
Hellions is where the word “Hell” is derived from. Hell is not so much a place as an
attitude which brings about through “actions of the negative DNA-Helix strain
being the second Helix,” a climate or manifestation of a Hellish place, which upon
reincarnation, a soul may be rebirthed into; the deciding factor being: what did the
man or woman do in their lifestream to rebuild the paradise they had lost?
Do ye ones not see yet for the blinders constantly over your eyes and minds?
Your bible was altered. We ones throughout the centuries never wrote a bible nor
any other religious text which leaves out our very words of caution and critique and
compassion for each of you by bringing the HUmanities back into reality; the reality
YOU ALL LEFT.
It was not “sin” which lost HUmanity their paradise upon this world; it was a
combination or grafting of Hellion DNA-Helix within each man and each woman which
brought about a contamination of their seed and egg, as well, and paradise was slowly
eroded and in its place bondage upon the peoples.
With the loss of remembrance and the tainting of the HUmanities who were transported
to this world from many paradisical planets, bondage to money and religion and drugs
took the place of contentment, happiness, and ONENESS among the seeds or HUman
races of the Federation of Unified and Free Planetary Worlds manifesting throughout
the paradisical frontier shortly after the Hellion invasion and occupation which has
lasted unto this very day, moment and hour.
When the Hellions arrived upon this planet they shortly replaced the Original Talent
and Purchase Order System of good paradisical Economics with their corrupt
capitalist monetary system of usury (resulting in bondage and death for the people)
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and when the peoples begin forgetting their heritage from the paradisical worlds,
they were given religion in its place. This, we cannot speak of ourselves often
enough.
It was not the good HUmanity from Paradisical worlds who “sinned” before a oneeyed G-D, it was the Hellions, themselves, who took away from “the seeds or
HUmanity” belonging to the Federation of Unified and Free Planetary Worlds, all
traces of paradise.
The Hellions copulated and spread their seed and received with their egg the mixing of
those with positive DNA-Helix and lost the seeds or HUman races first brought from
the distant planets within the Federation of Unified and Free Planetary Worlds,
their new earthly paradise;
first through force in hunting down the ones who had retained all the knowledge of
the worlds which you call paradise.
If ye ones have questions, please ask.
If you are here to fight then please do not bother. Sela
- Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of the Federation of Unified and
Free Planetary Worlds

276. By what method is “right” derived when
religion is its prerequisite?
Extended Quotes by Uthrania Seila and Jamie Sentana-Ries Cortez
Life does not lose its sparks, much less the decaying flesh from which the soul
departs. For its particles nourish the earth in order to feed a new mother’s womb,
and the life cycle rotates anew. - Jamie and Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez,
representatives of the Federation of Unified and Free Planetary World NATION
Past intuition is the “knowing” which ensure mistakes shall not be made. – Uthrania
Seila and Jamei Sentana-Ries Cortez, representatives of the REAL Federation of Unified
and Free Planetary World NATION!
A vortex is compared to a whirlpool, an energy force that seems to circumvent the
so-called natural laws of physical science. Those entering it or get sucked by it are
just passing through a gate to their “past” or “future” dwellings where they are
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living their separate lives “all at the same time,” for time is a figment of the mind
and therefore does not exist. - Jamie and Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez,
representatives of the REAL Federation of Unified and Free Planetary World NATION
In the event of delving into record lake as we like to call it, the simulation only
remains as partisan to that of defining the future for when one reincarnates into
wisdom then the die has been already cast and no further need to explore lessons as
in a book with the cover drawn back for the mind and intellect and soft spot of the
soul to remember, cast off and understand. - Jamie and Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries
Cortez, representatives of the REAL Federation of Unified and Free Planetary World
NATION
Thoughts have the same speed as light, as the soul does. All three are matter
converted into energy. As the physical body is also matter, it is therefore energy as
such and thus converted, it can travel through the same space-time continuum. Jamie and Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Cortez, representative of the REAL Federation of
Unified and Free Planetary World NATION
For those who have no solution what words do they speak? Are their words only
gauged by the size of their incoming pocketbooks? - Uthrania Seila and Jamie
Sentana-Ries Cortez, representatives of the REAL Federation of Unified and Freed
Planetary World NATION
Two institutions need to immediately be dissolved upon the entry of any new
government of a round table setting and those are: SLAUGHTERHOUSES AND
CORPORATE MEDIA! The rest will dissolve with the complete abolition of the
capitalist monetary system and all of its arms of deceit! – Uthrania Seila and Jamie
Sentana-Ries Cortez, representatives of the REAL Federation of Unified and Free
Planetary World NATION!
When one religious philosophy sets its standard of morals over that of another
equating each philosophy with a standard away from all universal principles, we tell
you this: that in their doing so throughout the nations, someone, somewhere, will be
left out! By what method is “right” derived when religion is its perquisite? –
Uthrania Seila and Jamie Sentana-Ries Cortez, representatives of the REAL Federation of
Unified and Free Planetary World NATION!
Religionists of most categories are the most frightening of all peoples for they are
the most dogmatic in upholding "blood sacrifice" and also most radical in their
"superstitions" which usually get peoples killed. That is why the religious of the
world are the bankers most valued asset. – Uthrania Seila and Jamie Sentana-Ries
Cortez, representatives of the REAL Federation of Unified and Free Planetary World
NATION
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We tell you again: The capitalist system is insane and only the insane wish to uphold
it in any of its forms. – Uthrania Seila and Jamie Sentana-Ries Cortez, representatives of
the REAL Federation of Unified and Free Planetary World NATION!
Yes, they pray for paradise and when you offer it most run the other way. Others do
not and yet others want paradise upon their own terms such as devouring their nonhuman sentient beings and wearing them as jackets, skirts, and bags, shoes, boots,
and furs. – Uthrania Seila and Jamie Sentana-Ries Cortez, representatives of the REAL
Federation of Unified and Free Planetary World NATION
How many men are out there whom, like women, wish in the deepest of their souls
that they would not be "categorized!" – Uthrania Seila and Jamie Sentana-Ries Cortez,
representatives of the REAL Federation of Unified and Free Planetary World NATION
A name only exists for as long As you are in this present life. A new name will you
be given upon your next incarnation. – Uthrania Seila and Jamie Sentana-Ries Cortez,
representatives of the REAL Federated Policy of Universal Principle and Unified and
Free Planetary World NATION
When a rich man drinks the soiled water of another so does then he or she
determine the best route ahead. – Uthrania Seila and Jamie Sentana-Ries Cortez,
representatives of the REAL Federated Policy of Universal Principle and Unified and
Free Planetary World NATION
Do not worry about the man or woman who has academics of lesser speech beyond
their belts; some with brawn between their ears with speech of lesser restraint
toward their own pocketbooks may just find themselves to fall heavily in one way or
another between the cracks of their own eloquence. – Uthrania Seila and Jamie
Sentana-Ries Cortez, representatives of the REAL Federated Policy of Universal
Principle and Unified and Free Planetary World NATION
If laws are made not simple and easy to follow then they are only made to trip
people up. – Uthrania Seila and Jamie Sentana-Ries Cortez, representatives of the REAL
Federated Policy of Universal Principle and Unified and Free Planetary World NATION
If laws on the books are tyrannical and difficult to understand and made hidden
from the public eye whereby it is written that “ignorance is no excuse for breaking
the law” then it is past the hour already whereby Universal Principle and all its
statutes of non-irregularity are set in motion. – Uthrania Seila and Jamie Sentana-Ries
Cortez, representatives of the REAL Federated Policy of Universal Principle and Unified
and Free Planetary World NATION
Let then the tyrannical be made to sit at their own table of jurisprudence! – Uthrania
Seila and Jamie Sentana-Ries Cortez, representatives of the REAL Federated Policy of
Universal Principle and Unified and Free Planetary World NATION
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When the people come first no one is left out! If the people do not come first there is
no nation. – Uthrania Seila and Jamie Sentana-Ries Cortez, representatives of the REAL
Federation of Unified and Free Planetary World NATION
The quickest way to lose a nation is to lose its people. The surest way to lose a
nations’ people is to lose the nation to irrationality, bankruptcy, threats,
condemnation, error in judgment through not working within Universal Principles,
and the non-elimination of the capitalist system in all of its makeshift forms. –
Uthrania Seila and Jamie Sentana-Ries Cortez, representatives of the REAL Federation of
Unified and Free Planetary World NATION
When those who cackle like giant sheep prance around in gold so deep, so does the
oil and gas not flow for the ones at the helm are about to go. – Uthrania Seila and
Jamie Sentana-Ries Cortez, representatives of the REAL Federation of Unified and Free
Planetary World NATION
When capitalism harbouring all its forms is exhumed from the face of this planet
and has shown its true face, there is not one soul who then shall not be freed! –
Uthrania Seila and Jamie Sentana-Ries Cortez, representatives of the REAL Federation of
Unified and Free Planetary World NATION
Those who control your pocketbooks control your lives at your expense. – Uthrania
Seila and Jamie Sentana-Ries Cortez, representatives of the REAL Federation of Unified
and Free Planetary World NATION
Any law made upon an invaded and occupied nation no matter how many centuries
ago, is not valid since it was made by predators whom never did work under
Universal Principle of the morality and ethics of their pen. – Uthrania Seila and Jamie
Sentana-Ries Cortez, representatives of the REAL Federation of Unified and Free
Planetary World NATION!
When the pharmaceutical industry control your medicine intake they control your
lives at your expense. If they can drug up a nation that nation of people can no
longer function nor think rationally. – Uthrania Seila and Jamie Sentana-Ries Cortez,
representatives of the REAL Federation of Unified and Free Planetary World NATION!
You cannot make nor uphold standing laws based upon another’s predjudism. The
rule of law in any preceding court MUST be based upon Universal Principle and no
other. – Uthrania Seila and Jamie Sentana-Ries Cortez, representatives of the REAL
Federation of Unified and Free Planetary World NATION
Who makes the bankers’ laws bleed the nation. – Uthrania Seila and Jamie SentanaRies Cortez, a representative of the REAL Federation of Unified and Free Planetary
World NATION!
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It is not enough to set the banker against its charges but rather to tip the banker
right off his stool. – Uthrania Seila and Jamie Sentana-Ries Cortez, a representative of
the REAL Federation of Unified and Free Planetary World NATION
Where the least powerful of the nations and the peoples be ransacked and invaded
and bombed into utter destruction due to our blueprint for them ye Ones one and
all should and will come to know that for your part, a mistake has been gravely
made. – Uthrania Seila and Jamie Sentana-Ries Cortez, representatives of the REAL
Federation of Unified and Free Planetary World NATION
We say again: It is not enough to just pull American troops out of the countries they
have invaded, occupied and put a price on those nations heads. The NATIONS OF
WHICH SOME DO REPRESENT THE STARS UPON THE AMERICAN FLAG
NEED TO BE RETURNED “NOW” TO THE PEOPLES WHOSE LAND IT IS
WITHOUT ARBITRATION! FOR ARBRITRATION WAS NOT USED WHEN
THE NATIONS WERE INVADED AND COLLECTED AS WAR TROPHIES BY
THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA. THE PEOPLES ARE WAITING FOR
THE IMMEDIATE RETURN OF THEIR LANDS! – Uthrania Seila and Jamie
Sentana-Ries Cortez, representatives of the REAL Federation of Unified and Free
Planetary World NATION!
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